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In modern society, the amount of data being transferred is growing at an 
exponential rate, about 2.5 quintillion bytes data created per day. Such data can be 
realized in the form of include the audio, video, or text. Furthermore, due to the many 
advantages of the optical fiber, including the low-cost, immunity to electromagnetic 
interface, light weight, and high carrier frequency, it is taking over the industry. The 
question then arises as how to diagnose the inner fault and maintain the integrity 
becomes the crux for the telecommunication system based on optical fiber.  
There are two main high-precision measurement methodologies to complete the 
task mentioned above: one is the optical time-domain reflectometry (OTDR), which has 
been widely applied in technologies such as light detection and ranging (LiDAR) in 
faraway situations. The other one is optical frequency-domain reflectometry (OFDR), 
which is also referred to as optical frequency modulated continuous wave (OFMCW) 
or chirped frequency measurement. Compared with the OTDR, the OFDR measures 
distance by comparing the phase change of the chirped incident optical signal and 
reflected signals to capture the distance information. Even though the OFDR has been 
proven to have many advantages over OTDR in terms of the high spatial resolution at 
μm level, low power consumption, and eye-friendliness, both the high complexity and 
cost significantly limit its applications.  To overcome the above shortages in the OFDR 
system and expand this technology in the various applications, the following research 
was conducted. 
Firstly, since the optical tuning source utilized in OFDR is too expensive and 




in the tuning laser source control methods proposed to reduce the cost and complexity 
of this technology and fit the various applications. 
Additionally, to enhance the accuracy of the OFDR measuring, some tuning rate 
error compensating algorithms were introduced. Benefiting from the improved spatial 
resolution, the physical unclonable function (PUF) in the optical fiber can be achieved 
as its unique identification to sustain the data transferring security. 
Furthermore, even though the initial optical frequency (IOF) in OFDR has been 
disregarded in the distance measuring, it does influence the PUF reader precision. To 
fully analyze such effect, some research and IOF mitigating methods were proposed, in 
which a fast processing method for the PUF reader has been introduced by decreasing 
the calculating complexity. 
From the above research, a low-cost, accurate, and effective OFDR system has 
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Considering that the laser source and measure are the components of OFDR, and 
the application demonstrates the ability and performance of the proposed system, the 
completed research can be organized as three categories to the goal as shown in Figure 
0-1. 
The following manuscripts are parts of the researching goal as:  
a. Manuscripts 2, 3, 5 focus on the SCL control to achieve the low-cost optical 
source applied for the OFDR system, including the self-adaptive method, 
digital control, and double-sided design; 
b. Manuscripts 1, 6 focus on the signal processing in the measurement, including 
the parallel algorithm and compensating error; 
c. Manuscripts 1, 4, 7 focus on the applications of the OFDR, including the 









Chapter 1 Real-time signal processing for sub-THz range grating-based 
distributed fiber sensing 
 
by 
Zheyi Yao, Tao Wei, Gerald Hefferman, and Kan Ren 
 
published in 





Distributed optical fiber sensors are an increasingly utilized method of gathering 
distributed strain and temperature data. However, the large amount of data they generate 
present a challenge that limits their use in real-time, in-situ applications. This article 
describes a parallel and pipelined computing architecture that accelerates the signal-
processing speed of sub-terahertz fiber sensor (sub-THz-fs) arrays, maintaining high 
spatial resolution while allowing for expanded use for real-time sensing and control 
applications. The computing architecture described was successfully implemented in a 
field programmable gate array (FPGA) chip. The signal processing for the entire array 
takes only 12 system clock cycles. In addition, this design removes the necessity of 
storing any raw or intermediate data. 
Introduction 
Sub-terahertz-range fiber structure (sub-THz-fs) technology is a high spatial 
resolution (mm level) distributed fiber optic sensing technology that has been applied 
to both strain and temperature sensing applications [1, 2] Uniquely, sub-THz-fs sensors 
obviate the necessity of a broadband swept laser source, such as an external cavity 
tunable laser (ECL), which are required by alternative coherent optical frequency 
domain reflectometry (C-OFDR)-based distributed sensing technologies [3]. It has been 
successfully demonstrated that a digitally-controlled swept laser source, built around a 
low-cost semiconductor laser, such as a distributed feedback laser (DFB) or a vertical-
cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) is capable of interrogating a sub-THz-fs array 
for high spatial resolution distributed temperature sensing applications [4, 5]. The all-
electronic design of this swept laser source allows each sweep to be completed within 
 
4 
20 ms or less, enabling a maximum update rate of the entire sensing array above 50 Hz 
[4]. 
While this increased sweeping rate is a step forward towards real-time, in-situ 
monitoring, in previous work, 400ms was required to process the raw data and compute 
the distributed temperature profile for only 10 equivalent sensor nodes. The signal 
processing for each of these equivalent sensor nodes was independent, and a series of 
filtering and signal mixing algorithms were implemented using a computer to achieve 
the sensing result for each equivalent sensor. These computational tasks for each 
equivalent sensor are scheduled in a sequential fashion; thus, the total processing time 
is proportional to the total number of equivalent sensor nodes along the fiber sensor. 
Larger sensing networks therefore require a longer processing time using this method, 
preventing us from capitalizing on the full potential of the update rate, which ideally 
should only be limited by the physics – sweep velocity of the laser. 
Sub-THz-fs based distributed sensing technology is particularly attractive for many 
real-time feedback control applications, such as unmanned vehicles and robotics, thanks 
to its low power, low cost, and more integrated interrogator [2]. However, the low 
processing speed imposes more delay between the sensor and the controller, which is 
hazardous in all feedback control systems. In certain applications, such as capturing the 
dynamic strain profile along a mechanical structure over time, where real-time 
monitoring is not required, one can store the raw data in memory chips, and process the 
them at a later time. However, this post-processing approach requires large memory to 
store all the raw data, and high-bandwidth channels to transfer large amount of data 
from signal acquisition device to memory chips, leading to higher system cost and more 
 
5 
power consumption. Ideally, memory device is only necessary to store the end results, 
rather than raw data or intermediate data. 
This work proposes a method to tackle the challenge via a parallel and pipelined 
computing architecture. Since the signal processing for each equivalent sensor in a sub-
THz-fs array is independent, a fully parallel processing structure is introduced to 
simultaneously process all equivalent sensors. Furthermore, the unique processing 
algorithm in sub-THz-fs technology allows us to design a fully pipelined structure for 
each equivalent sensor. As a result, unlike post-processing approach or any conventional 
computer-based sequential processing approaches, this method obviates the need to 
store any raw or intermediate data. The proposed architecture was successfully 
implemented in a field programmable gate array (FPGA) chip. The signal processing 
for the entire array with 10 equivalent sensors takes 12 clock cycles. Given a system 
clock of 1MHz, the processing time is only 12μs. 
Operation mechanism 
The system schematic is illustrated in Figure 1-1.The entire system can be viewed 




Figure 1-1 Schematic of the complete sensing system. (ADC, analog-to-digital converter; DAC, 




module and the sensing module. The SV-LLPG was built around an optical phase lock 
loop, detailed in a previous publication [4]. A DFB laser was employed as the optical 
source. A phase lock loop (PLL) was developed to lock the sweep velocity of the chirped 
laser source. The digital phase comparator and loop controller were constructed in the 
same FPGA chip, where the signal processing unit was implemented in, making the 
whole system highly integrated. The output frequency of the SV-LLPG during a sweep 
can be expressed as: 
   =    +    
(Eq 1-1) 
where    is the output frequency,    is starting frequency,   is the sweep velocity, and 
  is time. Each sweep takes 10ms with a sweep velocity of 10GHz/ms, making an entire 
swept bandwidth of ~100GHz. After the completion of one sweep, 10ms relaxation time 
is applied for the DFB laser to return to its initial state.  
The sensing module, based on a conventional C-OFDR configuration, is built to 
capture the raw date reflected from a sub-THz-fs array. The computing architecture 
implemented in the FPGA chip is utilized to process the raw date to generate the sensing 
results from the entire array, and send the processed data to display and/or storage 
devices. The homodyne configuration was constructed using two 2×2 3dB couplers, 
depicted in the sensing module of Figure 1-1. The input light is split into two paths via 
the first optical coupler, with one path serving as the reference arm and the other path 
directed into the sensing arm that contains a sub-THz-fs array. The sensing arm was 
terminated using an anti-reflection cut. Reflected light from the sub-THz-fs was then 
combined with light from the reference arm through the second coupler. A balanced 
photodetector and a single channel ac-coupled 16-bit ADC was used to record the 
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combined signals. The sampling rate of the ADC was set to 1MSa/s. The digitized raw 
data were then fed into the FPGA chip. 
The device under test (DUT) is a 20pt periodic weak reflection sub-THz-fs array 
with a 1mm pitch length, fabricated along a single-mode fiber (SMF-28, Corning, Inc.) 
using a Ti: sapphire femtosecond laser (Coherent, Inc.) [2]. The total ac-coupled voltage 
received by the ADC can be expressed as: 





where   ( ) is the ADC captured waveform,   is the magnitude of each individual 
reflector in a sub-THz-fs array (ideally, all the reflectors should have the same reflection 
coefficient),   denotes the nth reflector in the array,   is the total number of reflectors, 
   is the time delay difference between the reference arm and the optical path associated 
with the first reflector in the sensing arm, and    is optical time delay between 
neighboring reflectors. In our experiment, the sub-THz-fs array is considered as 10 
cascaded sub-THz-grating sensor nodes, differentiated using a 4mm wide moving 
Butterworth bandpass filter (BPF) with a step size of 2mm. In this case, each sensor 
unit contains roughly 4 reflection peaks. The sensing mechanism is based on tracking 
the frequency shift of the equivalent sub-THz-grating signal. To extract the sub-THz-
grating signal, a self-mixing technique is applied to the filtered waveform, 
corresponding to each individual grating. The filtered waveform is squared, and low 
pass filtered to obtain the down-converted sub-THz-fs signal. This signal processing 
method has been systematically investigated in the previous publication [2]. The 
ambient changes lead to optical path length changes between weak reflectors in a sub-
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THz-fs array. Thus, a phase shift in the resulting interferogram can be used to measure 
the changes, such as temperature and strain, along the sensing probe. 
Figure 1-2 depicts the schematic of the proposed computing architecture. The raw 
data, i.e. the waveform captured by the ADC, is fed into a FIFO in order to synchronize 
the data flow with the FPGA master clock. Then, the data stream is simultaneously 
distributed to N computing channels. Each channel is dedicated to process a specific 
equivalent sensing element – a sub-THz-grating. All the channels are independent to 
each other, and configured in a parallel fashion. Thus, all the equivalent sensors are 
processed simultaneously by this design. Within an individual channel, all the 
abovementioned signal processing algorithms are pipelined to ensure zero latency in the 
data flow, leading to a maximum processing speed. Each pipelined channel includes 4 
computing modules. 
The first processing module is a high order Butterworth BPF, which is responsible 
to select the equivalent sensing element from the sub-THz-fs array, as discussed in the 
 
Figure 1-2 Schematic of the proposed signal processing architecture implement in a FPGA. (FIFO, 
first input first output memory; PL, programmable logic resources in FPGA; PS, programmable 




previous session. The system function of nth order bandpass filter, H(z), can be 
expressed as an infinite impulse response (IIR) filter: 
 ( ) =
   
    +      








In this design, a 7th order BPF was employed to select the equivalent sensors. 




 {[   (  − 6) + ⋯ +    ( )] − [   (  − 6) + ⋯ +    (  − 1)]} 
(Eq 1-4) 
Following the BPF module, a self-mixing module is constructed. This module 
utilizes the DSP slice resource in the FPGA chip to perform a square function to every 
data input in the pipelined data stream. The typical output of a self-mixing module is 
shown in Figure 1-3(a), where, apparently, high frequency components are included. 
Thus, low pass filter (LPF) is followed to strip out the high frequency components. The 
low frequency components from one sub-THz-grating can be expressed as: 









where    is the LPF filtered reflection spectrum of the  
   sub-THz-grating in the 
array,   is the total number of reflectors in a grating structure. The typical output, i.e. 
the processed reflection spectrum of an equivalent sensor node, after a LPF module is 
shown in Figure 1-3(b). The self-mixing module takes 1 clock cycle to compute, and 
the LPF module takes 3 clock cycles to compute along the pipelined structure. 
According to the sensing principle of sub-THz-gratings, assuming the phase change 
(  ) within a sub-THz-grating is uniform, the change of target sensing quantity, strain 
or temperature, is linearly proportional to   . According to (Eq 1-5) ,the frequency shift 
of the sub-THz-grating in reflection spectrum, illustrated in Figure 1-4. Since there only 
exists one peak in the processed reflection spectrum of every sub-THz-grating, the 
location change of the maximum value point in the processed reflection spectrum server 
as an indicator of the relative change of the target sensing quantity. Thus, a peak position 
detector is designed and implemented in the pipelined signal processing structure to 
output the location of the maximum point from each sweep. The peak position detector 
takes 1 clock cycle to compute. 
 
Figure 1-4 Reflection spectrum shift in response to external perturbation. 
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The peak locations of all sensors – all equivalent sensing nodes in the array – are 
obtained simultaneously, and uploaded through AXI communication link to an ARM 
core (Xilinx Zynq programming system, PS), and eventually displayed. 
The IIR filter was constructed using fixed-point binary numbers. The digital 
structure of the IIR filer is illustrated in Figure 1-2. A 20-bit width data was used to 
ensure sufficient data resolution. The IIR filter coefficients are designed in MATLAB. 
The impulse response of two BPFs were shown in Figure 1-5, where the Fourier 
transform of the raw data, containing signals from all reflectors in the array, was plotted 
in the same figure. The Fourier transform of the raw data was also plotted in Figure 1-5. 
The x-axes of Figure 1-5 was converted to optical time delay. It clearly shows that the 
designed BPF is capable to isolate the signal from each individual sub-THz-grating from 
the array. The processing time of the BPF module is 7 clock cycles.  
Experiments, results and discussion 
In order to investigate the proposed computing architecture and demonstrate its 
high-speed real-time signal processing capability, an experiment was conducted to 
measure the dynamic change of temperature along the sensing array. By quickly moving 
 
Figure 1-5 Impulse response of the IIR BPFs. 
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a hot soldering iron tip along the fiber, a dynamic temperature distribution is generated. 
The soldering iron tip was set at ~1cm away from the fiber, and the horizontal moving 
speed is set at ~200cm/sec. Both ends of the device under test (DUT), i.e. 20mm sub-
THz-fs array, were fixed to an optical table. The lead-in fiber of the device under test 
(DUT) was secured to the sensing system as shown in Figure 1-7. 
Figure 1-7 plots the relative peak position shifts of 10 adjacent equivalent sensor 
nodes in response to dynamic temperature distribution along the DUT over a duration 
of 70 ms. The proposed computing architecture enables a real-time update rate of 50 
Hz. Given the ADC sampling rate of 1 MSa/s and the laser sweep velocity of 10 
 
Figure 1-7 Schematic of dynamic temperature distribution test setup. 
 
Figure 1-6 Sensor response to dynamic temperature distribution (Peak position shifts of 
multiple sensor nodes as a function of time). 
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GHz/ms, 1 pt in peak position shift is corresponding to 10 MHz. Thus, the maximum 
peak position shift is around 14 GHz, corresponding to a maximum temperature change 
of around 9.3 μs, as the temperature sensitivity of 1 mm was measured to be around -
1.5 GHz/μs. And the negative frequency shift on Figure 1-6 are caused by the 
suppressing as the DUT is fixed on optical table. 
Conclusion 
To summarize, a parallel and pipelined computing architecture was proposed to 
achieve real-time signal processing for sub-THz-fs distributed sensing applications. The 
proposed architecture was successfully implemented in a FPGA chip. The signal 
processing for the entire array with 10 equivalent sensors takes only 12 system clock 
cycles. The proposed computing architecture maintains high spatial resolution, while 
provides high temperature resolution, allowing for expanded use for real-time sensing 
and control applications. Importantly, this design removes the necessity of storing any 
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Optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) and frequency modulated 
continuous wave (FMCW) based sensing technologies, such as LiDAR and distributed 
fiber sensors, fundamentally rely on the performance of frequency-swept laser sources. 
Specifically, frequency-sweep linearity, which determines the level of measurement 
distortion, is of paramount importance. Sweep-velocity-locked semiconductor lasers 
(SVLL) controlled via phase-locked loops (PLLs) have been studied for many FMCW 
applications owing to its simplicity, low-cost, and low power consumption. In this letter, 
we demonstrate an alternative, self-adaptive laser control system that generates an 
optimized predistortion curve through PLL iterations. The described self-adaptive 
algorithm was successfully implemented in a digital circuit. The results show that the 
phase error of the SVLL improved by around one order of magnitude relative to the one 
without using this method, demonstrating that this self-adaptive algorithm is a viable 
method of linearizing the output of frequency-swept laser sources.  
Introduction 
Highly linear frequency-swept laser has been attracting increasing attentions for 
high spatial resolution, sensitivity, low-power, and eye-friendly, which has been applied 
in spectroscopy, frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW), LiDAR and 
distributed fiber sensors [3, 4, 6-12]. Compared with the external cavity tunable laser 
(ECL) [3], sweep-velocity-locked semiconductor lasers (SVLLs) controlled via phase-
locked-loops (PLLs) are becoming more popular for the simple design, low cost, low 
power consumption, and small footprint. In a typical PLL-based SVLL, a 
frequency/phase discriminator, typically an optical interferometer, converts optical 
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sweep velocity into a radio frequency signal, where this frequency is proportional with 
the sweep velocity [3, 10, 11]. A phase error detector is used to compare this radio 
frequency signal with a high-precision reference signal. The phase error is then sent to 
a loop controller to generate a control signal, which feeds back into the laser driver to 
complete the loop. The optical frequency output of semiconductor lasers has a highly 
non-linear relation with the injection current. Thus, to achieve required sweep-velocity 
locking, a pre-distortion curve is often used to cause the laser to output a quasi-linear 
sweep, and the control signal is added onto this curve to achieve a high-quality locking. 
The pre-distortion curve can be a predetermined voltage ramp signal, or it can be derived 
from the frequency response of a ramp signal [4] [6-10]. However, the traditional 
methods can only generate one constant sweep velocity and require the complex 
equipment to measure the laser source quality, which limit the applications of SVLLs 
[13]. In this letter, a self-adaptive method is capable of finding an optimized 
predistortion curve that closely approximates a locked sweep. To measure the 
performance of our design, we directly utilize the control signals generated in the control 
system without any extra complex instrument. As for the application, the laser source 
in this system can be easily implemented in the standard design without adding any 
additional components. In addition, the optimized predistortion curve can be adapted 
within two iterations to generate different frequency velocities.  
Operation Mechanism 
A phase locked loop (PLL) is a feedback system that generates a output signal 
whose frequency and phase are tracking the input ones, the simplest structure is shown 
in Figure 2-1, including phase detector, loop control and voltage controlled oscillator 
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(VCO) [14]. And the schematic of SVLL we applied in this letter is illustrated in Figure 
2-2. Compared with the traditional PLL, our SVLL contains two parts: the FPGA 
working as the phase comparator (PCMP) and loop control (LC) and other additional 
functions, the components from digital-to-analog converter (DAC) to analog-to-digital 
converter (ADC) working as the VCO. In other words, we're locking the frequency of 
























Figure 2-2 Schematic of the sweep velocity locked laser system. (FPGA: field programmable gate 
array, a part of SVLL subsystem (ST: Schemitt trigger module, PCMP: phase comparator module, 
REF: reference clock module, LC: loop controller module), self-adaptive distortion generation 
system (PRE-CTRL: predistortion control module, BRAM: block random access memory in chip, 
OUT: output module), and performance evaluation system (PER: phase error recording module, 
DMA: direct memory access, DDR: double data rate memory); VCO: voltage controlled oscillator, 
DAC: digital-to-analog converter chip, LD: laser driver, SCL: semiconductor laser, CPL: coupler, 
MZI: Mach-Zehnder Interferometer, BPD: balanced photodetector, ADC: analog-to-digital 
converter). 
In this design, the FPGA works as the core control unit and is constructed using 
three digital subsystems: a part of PLL system (phase comparator and loop control), 
self-adaptive predistortion generation system, and performance evaluation system. 
Figure 2-2 shows the functional blocks of all three digital subsystems. 
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First of all, the part of PLL system includes the Schmitt trigger (ST), phase 
comparator (PCMP), reference clock (REF), and loop control (LC) modules. The ST 
receives the digitized signal from the ADC, which converts the balanced photodetector 
(BPD) analog signal into a single-bit digital one (Sig in Figure 2-3). The REF generates 
a precise reference clock (Ref in Figure 2-3 with period T, frequency   ). And the phase 
error between Sig and Ref is computed in PCMP. In order to suppress the high frequency 
noise in digital system, we apply XOR (or Type I) phase detector. After that, the phase 
error (XOR output in Figure 2-3) works as the input of the LC, and implies the 
































Figure 2-5 Self-adaptive approach for predistortion curve training. (a) hardware architecture; (b) 
finite state machine (FSM) of PRE-CTRL module that enables the self-adaptive approach (IDLE: idle 
state; RA_WB: read BRAM A and write BRAM B state, WA_RB: write BRAM A and read BRAM 
B state; CNT: counter). 
Secondly, the self-adaptive predistortion generator contains predistortion control 
(PRE-CTRL), BRAM and output (OUT) modules. The Figure 2-5 shows the simplified 
architecture and finite state machine (FSM) of the proposed self-adaptive method for 
predistortion curve training. The working mechanism of this method can be thoroughly 
explained using Figure 2-5. At the beginning of predistortion curve training, the data 
stored in BRAM A and B, shown in Figure 2-5(a), are empty, and the process falls in 
the idle state (IDLE) in Figure 2-5(b). It is worth noting that throughout the entire PLL 
SVLL system, a trigger signal (Trig) is generated accompanying the laser sweep. The 
relation between the Trig and laser current curve is shown in Figure 2-4 where    is the 
control period. During the sweep, the Trig equals to 1, and Trig pulls to 0 during 
relaxation stage, where the laser injection current is zero. In other words, the Trig works 
as a switch for laser. The FSM described in Figure 2-5(b) is triggered by the rising edge 
of Trig. When the first Trig signal comes in, the process falls into the RA_WB state, in 
which, PRE-CTRL reads the BRAM A, sends it over to OUT module to combine with 
the control signal from LC module to form the DAC output signal. Since the BRAM A 
is empty at the beginning stage, the DAC output signal is the same as the control signal 
from LC. Also, in this current RA_WB stage, PRE-CTRL module takes the DAC output 
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signal and writes it into the BRAM B. As the second Trig comes in, the process falls 
into WA_RB state, in which, PRE-CTRL reads the BRAM B, sends it over to OUT as 
a predistortion curve. The OUT module takes in the predistortion curve, combines it 
with the control signal from LC, and outputs to the DAC. Meanwhile, this DAC output 
signal is taken by the PRE-CTRL and stored in the BRAM A as the updated 
predistortion curve. This process goes on to switch between WA_RB and RA_WB. As 
a result, the predistortion curve is trained to form a high-quality quasi-linear sweep, 
which best approximates a velocity locked sweep. 
Besides, the performance evaluation system is applied to judge the performance of 
locking, which includes phase error recording (PER), direct memory access (DMA), 
and double data rate synchronous dynamic random-access memory (DDR) modules. 
The phase error captured by PCMP is measured in PER, then sent to DMA, finally 
stored in DDR. In our design, we save the phase error every half Ref period at the falling 
and rising edges or Ref, or the sampling rate for the phase error is 2/T. For a precise 
locking with XOR, the phase error would be constant as  /2 [14]. 
As described before, we combine the control signal and predistortion curve 
generated by PRE-CTL to synthesize a digital output signal via OUT, and transfers the 
synthesized output signal to the laser driver through a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) 
chip [5]. The self-adaptive predistortion training system, which is the main contribution 
of this letter, collects the control signal from the LC module in the PLL system and 
updates the predistortion curve until the self-trained predistortion curve is able to 
produce a quasi-linear sweep. 
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Apart from the FPGA modules and DDR, the VCO of SVLL built by DAC, LD, 
SCL, CPL, MZI, BPD, and ADC plays a significant role in our design as well. The LD 
covert the DAC output signal to a current source to drive the SCL. There are low-pass 
filter and current converter in LD. Then the SCL output signal or laser original signal 
would be split into two branches using a 1/99 coupler. The majority (Laser output in 
Figure 2-2) of the laser light with frequency   , can be integrated with an external 
heterodyne system for various linear frequency modulation type applications. 1% of 
laser light is used for the purpose of sweep control. The smaller laser light passes 
through an MZI, in which the time difference between two arms is  , and is collected 
by the power-voltage converter, BPD. The combined MZI and BPD configuration 
converts the swept laser light into a radio frequency (RF) signal with frequency   , 
where the frequency of the RF signal is linearly proportional with the sweep velocity of 






(Eq 2-1) shows the sweep velocity of SCL is constant if    is invariant. 
Experiments, results and discussion 
In order to demonstrate the proposed self-adaptive method and evaluate the 
performance of this approach, the abovementioned structure was implemented in an 
FPGA. In this experiment, the sampling rate for both ADC and DAC is 125 MSPS, 
while the resolution for both ADC and DAC is 14 bits, the master clock of all modules 
is 125 MHz, the   of the MZI is 10 ns,    is set 104.17 kHz, or 1 over 12,000 of master 
clock, the sweep duration is set at 10 ms, corresponding to an optical sweep velocity of 
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10.42 GHz/ms, and a sweep bandwidth of 104.2 GHz. Figure 2-6 shows the 
experimental results of the self-adaptive method described in Figure 2-5. A relaxation 
time of 10 ms is taken after each sweep, between the system launches the next sweep. 
In other words,    is 20 ms. Only 2 iterations, or 40 ms, were required to train the 
predistortion curve to a sufficiently good condition. After the first iteration, the 
predistortion stored in BRAM A generates a sweep, plotted in  Figure 2-6 (a), which 
shows the short-time Fast Fourier transform (STFFT) of the RF signal, collected by the 
ADC over the laser sweep duration of 10 ms. Figure 2-6 (b) shows the sweep after the 
second self-adaptive iteration. It is worth noting that all the data taken in Figure 2-6 are 
purely generated from predistortion curve when active feedback loop was turned off. 
Figure 2-6  (c) shows the time domain phase error between Sig (generated by RF signal 
in ST) with 104.17 kHz Ref at the predistortion curve after the second iteration, taken 
by PER. 
The high-quality predistortion curve trained by the proposed self-adaptive method 
is expected to significantly improve the performance of SVLL system. To demonstrate 
the improvement, a comparison experiment was conducted, plotted in Figure 2-7. 
 
 
Figure 2-6 Experimental results of the self-adaptive approach (active feedback off). (a) sweep 
generated by predistortion curve after the first iteration; (b) sweep generated predistortion curve after the 
second iteration; (c) time domain phase error taken by the PER module. 
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Figure 2-7 (a) and (d) plot the STFFT of the RF signal captured by the ADC and its 
corresponding phase error taken by the PER module with a ramp-like predistortion 
curve, while Figure 2-7(b) and (e) plot the STFFT of the RF signal captured by the ADC 
and its corresponding phase error taken by the PER module with a trained predistortion 
curve using the proposed self-adaptive method. It clearly shows that the SVLL system 
with self-adaptively trained predistortion curve outperformed the one with ramp-like 
predistortion. Figure 2-7 (c) shows the comparison of Fast Fourier Transform results of 
Ramp-like and Self-adaptively trained predistortions. We set the max results of FFT as 
0 dB, the values of nearby noise are clearly depressed about 5 dB. Figure 2-7(f) 
compares the phase spectral density (PSD) of the phase error in both cases, there is about 




Figure 2-7 Comparison experiments. (a) STFFT under active sweep velocity locking with a ramp-
like predistortion curve, (b) STFFT under active sweep velocity locking with a trained predistortion 
curve by the self-adaptive approach, (c) The FFT comparison between ramp-like distortion based 
locking and self-adaptive trained predistortion based locking, (d) phase error of (a), and (e) phase error 
of (b), (f) The power spectral density (PSD) comparison between ramp-like distortion based locking 
and self-adaptively trained predistortion based locking. 
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The proposed self-adaptive method is highly versatile and can be easily adopted to 
some frequencies by setting the REF parameter, which only can be set even number in 
FPGA. To demonstrate this unique advantage, the experiment was modified to lock at 
a sweep velocity of 20.85 GHz/ms by changing the reference clock to 208.33 kHz (1 
over 6,000 of master clock),    to 10 ms, sweep time to 4 ms. And the results are plotted 
in Figure 2-8. 
Conclusion 
To conclude, the self-adaptive method in this letter is capable of finding an 
optimized predistortion curve that closely approximates a locked sweep; it directly 
utilizes the control signal without complex computations; it can be easily implemented 
in the standard digital design without adding any additional components; the optimized 
predistortion curve can be self-adaptive in real-time within two interactions, i.e. two 
sweeps, for the SCL at different velocities. In addition, as the frequency-swept laser is 
   
   
 
Figure 2-8 Locking comparison at 208 kHz. (a) STFFT under active sweep velocity locking with a 
ramp-like predistortion curve, (b) STFFT under active sweep velocity locking with a trained 
predistortion curve by the self-adaptive approach, (c) The FFT comparison between ramp-like 
distortion based locking and self-adaptive trained predistortion based locking, (d) phase error of (a), 
and (e) phase error of (b), (f) The power spectral density (PSD) comparison between ramp-like 
distortion based locking and self-adaptively trained predistortion based locking. 
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the core for FMCW, OFDR, and LiDar, the self-adaptive method can be easily 
integrated in various applications for its low cost and universal digital design. 
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Chapter 3 Digitally integrated self-trained pre-distortion curve finder for 
passive sweep linearization of semiconductor lasers 
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This letter reports a digitally integrated, self-trained pre-distortion curve finder for 
linearly frequency-swept semiconductor lasers. In this method, we introduce an iteration 
machine to train the laser current curves by utilizing the feedback signals from the 
laser’s output. By measuring the phase and frequency information of lasers, we find that 
the pre-distortion finder in our design can generate various high sweep velocities 
(THz/ms) of lasers in 1 second with phase error range less than  /2.This method is 
universal for semiconductor lasers at any sweep frequency velocity. 
Introduction 
Highly linear frequency-swept lasers have been attracting increasing attention due 
to their ability to make sensitive measurements with high spatial resolution using low 
power, eye-friendly semiconductor laser diodes. Present applications for these 
frequency-swept lasers include tunable laser diode spectroscopy [15], as known as 
frequency-modulated (FM) spectroscopy, optical frequency-modulated continuous-
wave (FMCW)  LiDAR [16], optical frequency domain reflectometer (OFDR)-based 
distributed optical fiber sensing [3, 7, 17-20] and optical fiber key technology for 
identification and physical security (FiberID), one of the physical unclonable function 
(PUF) technologies [21]. Each of these applications requires the use of lasers capable 
of generating a range of well-controlled output frequencies in order to make high-
fidelity frequency domain measurements. Various laser frequency control techniques 
have been investigated in order to generate highly linear, well controlled frequency-
swept outputs [12]. There are two basic categories of control systems that linearize the 
frequency sweep of the laser, which can be broadly characterized as either active or 
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passive. Methods of active laser control utilize closed feedback loops, specifically 
optical phase-locked loops (OPLLs), to capture the frequency or phase error of the laser 
frequency sweep velocity. The error signal is then used to modify the drive current of 
the laser to linearize the sweep velocity of the frequency-swept laser source[9]. 
Alternatively, methods of passive control utilize a pre-determined, ramp-like injection 
current to drive the laser output [22]. Both active and passive methods fundamentally 
rely on a specifically tuned pre-distortion curve of their initial injection current in order 
to generate a constant sweep velocity and resulting linear frequency output. In the 
absence of a well-tuned initial pre-distortion curve, neither active or passive laser 
control methods are effective; thus, determining the parameters of a well-tuned pre-
distortion curve is of central importance in electronically driven swept frequency lasers. 
However, despite this critical importance, there have been no published systematic 
investigations into methods of generating well-tuned pre-distortion curves. An ideal 
version of such a method would have several requirements: the method should be 
applicable to a wide range of (ideally all) sweep velocities and semiconductor laser 
types; the method should require no prior knowledge of the frequency response of the 
laser; the generated sweep velocity, and resulting laser output, should be highly 
accurate; the calculation process should be as efficient as possible; and the required 
system should be of minimal complexity. 
In this paper, we introduce a digitally integrated, self-trained pre-distortion curve 
generation method for semiconductor lasers (SCLs) to generate linear frequency-swept 
optical signals that meets the above requirements. In order determine the method’s 
feasibility and to further explore its unique engineering advantages, the method was 
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implemented using an electronic-photonic system illustrated in Figure 1. Systematic 
experimental investigation was then conducted at various sweep velocities. The detailed 
results of this investigation are described below. Overall, the method as implemented 
takes less than 1 second to generate well-tuned pre-distortion curves for SCLs. 
Theory and Implementation 
A schematic of the method is shown in Figure 3-1. A distributed feedback (DBF) 
SCL serves as the laser source and is modulated using a time-varying current curve 
controlled by a digital control loop (DCL). A coupler (CPL) directs 2% of the laser 
power to a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI); the resulting microwave frequency 
output of the MZI is then used to determine the sweep velocity of the laser output. The 
remaining 98% of the laser power can be applied outside of the loop as a linear 
frequency-swept laser source. As described in prior work [12], a small MZI delay,   , 
leads to a flat wideband frequency and phase response. Under the assumption that the 
SCL is operated with an ideal constant sweep velocity  , then the AC-coupled voltage 
output of the balanced photodetector (BPD) can be expressed as: 
 
Figure 3-1 System schematic: DFB-SCL, distributed feedback semiconductor laser; CPL, coupler; 
MZI, Mach-Zehnder interferometer; BPD, balanced photodetector; ADC, analog-to-digital converter; 







     [2 (   +   )  ]  
(Eq 3-1) 
where  ( ) is the amplitude of the electric field directed into the MZI as a function of 
time,   is the light-to-voltage conversion coefficient of the BPD,    is the starting 
frequency of the SCL laser sweep,   is the optical frequency sweep velocity, and   is 
time. Then the frequency we captured in the BPD signal can be expressed as: 
 
     =      
(Eq 3-2) 
As  ( ) changes over the laser driver current,     ( ), we have the amplitude, 
    ( ), of the BPD signal given as: 
 
    ( ) =  (    ( ) −    )  
(Eq 3-3) 
where     ( ) is the current in the SCL,     is the invariant threshold current of the SCL, 
and   is the constant conversion coefficient in V/A. 
The BPD signal,  ( ), is then converted to a digital signal in the analog-to-digital 
converter (ADC) with the output     [ ] expressed as: 
 





,    is the ADC sampling rate, and   is the sample number. We should 
apply the digital auto-gain current circuit to measure the     , which is integrated in the 
digital Schmitt trigger (DST). 




   [ ] =     [ ]        
(Eq 3-5) 
where     [ ] =     ( )|      and   is the fixed phase shift for the DST. The 
minimal   value that is required depends on the signal-to-noise ratio of the BPD signal; 
however, the DST would be insensitive to the      with increasing . Thus, the choice 
of   is a trade-off between frequency accuracy and high-frequency noise. The output of 
the DST can be described as: 
 
    [ ] =  
0     [  − 1] = 1,     [ ] < −   [ ]
1     [  − 1] = 0,     [ ] >    [ ]
    [  − 1]     
 
(Eq 3-6) 
where     [ ] is the DST output signal over sampling number  , and     [0] = 0. By 
applying the DST in our design, the digital signal     [ ] is converted into a single bit 
signal     [ ]. After     [ ] is generated, it is sent to the time digital converter (TDC) 
to determine the frequency errors (UP, DN), which are captured by comparing the 
period over the frequency parameter,   , as: 
 
 [ ] =  
1     [ ]! =     [  − 1]


















where  [ ] is the count over sampling number  . Figure 3-2 shows the relations 
between     [ ], UP, and DN when    = 4. Compared with the OPLL design described 
in prior work [12, 23], the reference signal is no longer required and the reference 






where    is both the ADC sampling rate and the digital system processing frequency. 
There exist two traditional phase comparator types: type I (XOR, bitwise operation) and 
type II (PFD, phase frequency detector [24]); however, neither is suitable for this 
iterative design. In the case of the type I, if we apply this to the iterative design, the 
control loop is only sensitive for a single side, which means the frequency will increase 
over time. In the case of the type II, the input and reference signals are applied as clocks 
to capture the rising edge, which would cause a spur and ignore the falling edge 
information. The TDC implemented in our design overcomes both of these shortfalls. 
Given the UP and DN signals from the TDC, the digital loop control (DLC) 
converts the frequency error information and sends the information to the digital-to-
analog converter (DAC). The structure of the DLC is shown in Figure 3-3. 
The digital integrator (DINT) function can be expressed as: 







where      is the coefficient of DINT. As described previously, the control system 
introduces analog delay and digital latency caused by the SCL, CPL, MZI, and digital 
system. If we quantify them as   control clock cycles, then     [ ] should correspond 
with the signal of the reading BRAM value,   [  −  ]. Thus, the digital delay part 
(DLY in Figure 3-3) is introduced in order to compensate for the delay and latency. The 
writing BRAM values can then be expressed as: 
 
  [ ] =     [ ] +   [ ]     
(Eq 3-12) 
where     is the delay compensation. Initial values of the RB are equal to the constant 
voltage corresponding with the SCL threshold current. In our design, we treat the 
exchange of WB and RB as one complete iteration. If the time of iteration reaches the 
setting value,   , the exchange of WB and RB will stop, the output only depends on the 
RB values, and the current curve of the laser is not affected by the BPD signals. In other 
words, the phase error captured in the DINT would feedback to the WB for the following 
laser control period. Finally, by applying this method iteratively, we can capture the 




Figure 3-3 Schematic of DLC: DINT, digital integrator; RB, for reading BRAM;  DLY, digital 
delay; WB, for writing BRAM. 
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In order to demonstrate the proposed self-trained pre-distortion curve generation 
method and evaluate the performance of this approach, the digital system structure 
described above was implemented using a field-programmable gate array (FPGA). The 
following hardware and system parameters were used during experimentation: SCL, 
Alcatel 1905 LMI, 1550 nm, current threshold 75 mA; MZI delay,    = 10ns; BPD BW 
200 MHz; ADC sampling rate,    = 125 MHz; DLY compensation,   = 57; DAC 
sampling rate and system processing frequency equal to the ADC sampling rate. 
To investigate the influence of various   in the DST, experimental trails were 
conducted at   = 0°, 5°, 10°,  and 30° as illustrated in Figure 3-4. The other parameters 
remained unchanged: the frequency parameter,   , was 5; the locking frequency,     , 
was 12.5 MHz; and the sweep velocity,  , was 1.25THz/ms. The results are shown in 
Figure 3-4. The locking period was 25us and each iteration required 1 ms to complete. 
 
 
Figure 3-4 Current iterating curves at different DST parameters. (a)   = 0°; (b)   = 5°; (c)   =
10°; (d)   = 30°. 
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Over successive iterations, the current curves change except for the   = 0° case, which 
is caused by the high frequency noise in the laser signal. Comparing Figure 3-4(b)-(d), 
it is clear that a large   is useful in suppressing the noise of the system. In addition to 
generating the current curves, the phase error information (UP, DN) given by (Eq 
3-8)(Eq 3-9) can be applied to quantify the performance of the curves. The absolute 
phase error results with different   values are shown in Figure 3-5. With the exception 
of the   = 0° case, the phase errors decrease with successive iterations, reaching less 
than  /2 after 1000 iterations. In the idealized case of a perfectly tuned laser drive 
current, the phase error is a constant value, and is the consequence of a perfectly 
invariant frequency sweep velocity of the laser. As for the influence of  , when 
considering the 500 iteration results (yellow results in Figure 3-5(b)-(d)), it is 
demonstrated that phase error decreases as   increases. As mentioned previously, it 
 
 








































Figure 3-5 Phase errors with iterations at different DST parameters. (a)   = 0°; (b)   = 5°; (c) 
  = 10°; (d)   = 30°. 
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takes 1 ms to complete one iteration using this technique; thus, a minimal phase error 
   
   















Figure 3-7 Short-time FFT results with different iterating curves,    = 5,   = 5°. (a) Initial current 
value result; (b) 300 iterating current curve result; (c) 500 iterating current curve result; (d) 1000 
iterating current curve result. 
Figure 3-6 Results for 0.89THz/ms frequency-swept velocity with    = 7,   = 5°. (a) Iterating 
curves; (b) Phase errors with iterations; (c) 500 iterating short-time FFT result; (d) 1000 iterating short-
time FFT result. 
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range of less than  /2, and the resulting well-tuned pre-distortion curve, can be 
generated in 1 second. 
Figure 3-7 shows the short-time fast Fourier Transform (STFFT) results at different 
iterations when   = 5°, corresponding with the current curves shown in Figure 3-4 (b). 
Initially, the output of the MZI varies substantially, corresponding to a widely varying 
laser sweep velocity. With successive iterations, the STFFT demonstrates that the MZI 
output approaches a linear lock as the target frequency, 12.5 MHz, corresponding to a 
nearly linear laser sweep velocity. To exhibit the universality of our method, we 
implemented the experiments with frequency-swept velocities equal to 1.04THz/ms 
and 0.89THz/ms shown in Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-6. 
Several important engineering challenges remain. Chief among them is that, as this 
















Figure 3-8 Results for 1.04THz/ms frequency-swept velocity with    = 6,   = 5°. (a) Iterating 
curves; (b) Phase errors with iterations; (c) 500 iterating short-time FFT result; (d) 1000 iterating 
short-time FFT result. 
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laser at a single point in time. Consequently, as the parameters of the laser change (e.g. 
temperature), a new curve will need to be generated. 
Conclusion 
Frequency-swept lasers have found important roles in a growing range of 
application areas. A well-tuned pre-distortion curve is a critical element of these 
systems; however, generating these current input curves has not been thoroughly 
investigated. This work investigates a method of creating well-tuned pre-distortion 
curves using a novel iteration-based system. From the results we obtained we can safely 
conclude that the pre-distortion curve generation method proposed in this letter can 
generate well-tuned current curves for THz/ms frequency-swept laser sources in 1 
second with less than  /2 phase error range. This design can be utilized to improve the 
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This paper introduces an integrated fiber PUF verification system based on a 
semiconductor laser source at substantially lower complexity and cost than existing 
alternatives. A source sub-section consisting of a linear frequency-swept semiconductor 
laser is used in combination with an OFDR/LiDAR-based measurement sub-section in 
order to conduct fiber identification via measurement of the unique Rayleigh reflection 
pattern of section of optical fiber. When using these Rayleigh reflection patterns as 
physical unclonable functions, this technique results in a maximum equal error rate 
(EER) of 0.15% for a 5-cm section of optical fiber and an EER of less than 1% for a 4-
cm section. These results demonstrate that the system can serve as a robust method fiber 
identification for device and communication verification applications.  
Introduction 
Transmission-lines (Tx-lines) are a group of devices or structures that are used to 
transmit and guide energy and signals from one location to another. The energy and 
signals that travel in Tx-lines are in the form of travelling waves. Based on the types of 
travelling waves they support, Tx-lines can be broadly categorized into three groups: 
electrical, optical, and acoustic. Optical Tx-lines support the propagation of optical 
travelling waves with wavelengths spanning the ultraviolet (UV), visible, and infrared 
(IR) ranges. Examples of these optical transmission lines include optical fibers, optical 
strip waveguides on photonic integrated circuits (PICs), optical rib waveguides on PICs, 
segmented optical waveguides, photonic crystal waveguides, plasmonic waveguides, 
laser-inscribed optical waveguides, light pipes, fiber-to-chip couplers. 
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The characteristic impedance of any Tx-line is determined by the unique 
inhomogeneity if its geometry and material properties along the path of wave 
propagation. This unique inhomogeneity results in a varied impedance as a function of 
location, referred to as the impedance inhomogeneity pattern. The impedance 
inhomogeneity pattern of any Tx-line is unique, unpredictable, uncontrollable, and 
highly random; as a consequence, it can be considered to be the unique physical 
“fingerprint” of the Tx-line, i.e., a physical unclonable function (PUF) [25-27]. 
Randomly introduced to a Tx-line during the fabrication process, the impedance 
inhomogeneity pattern is unclonable due to its high complexity, high randomness, and 
high entropy.  
Optical fibers are among the most ubiquitous Tx-lines in contemporary use. The 
impedance inhomogeneity pattern in an optical fiber is referred to as Rayleigh 
backscatter pattern. Like all impedance inhomogeneity patterns, the Rayleigh 
backscatter profile of an optical fiber is randomly inscribed during its initial 
manufacture, and remains a functionally permanent feature of the optical fiber 
throughout its lifetime. The extremely small magnitude of these Rayleigh backscatter 
patterns, as well as their random pattern of inscription, makes spoofing attacks by 
potential adversaries impractical, increasing the security of optical fiber as a PUF 
mechanism. The main application areas of fiber PUFs include authentication, 
identification (ID), anti-counterfeiting, and secured communication. Optical frequency 
domain reflectometry (OFDR) is an interrogation technique that lies at the foundation 
of many optical frequency domain applications, from frequency-modulated continuous 
wave (FMCW) LiDAR to distributed optical fiber sensing. OFDR also allows for the 
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unique Rayleigh backscatter profile of an optical fiber to be resolved as a function of 
length with at sub-millimeter resolution. However, the high complexity and cost 
associated with presently available OFDR systems have made the use of Rayleigh 
backscatter profiles of optical fibers as PUFs impractical.  
This paper describes a digitally integrated fiber PUF reader utilizing a 
semiconductor laser (SCL) which surmounts these limitations, allowing for the practical 
use of the Rayleigh backscatter profiles of optical fibers as PUFs. A systematic 
experimental investigation was conducted in order to determine the performance of this 
design and quantify its resolution and range. The detailed results of this investigation 
are described below. Overall, the system implemented in our design can utilize a 4-cm 
section of optical fiber as a robust PUF verification system with an error rate of less 
than 1% at substantially less complexity and cost relative to previous systems [28]. 
Principle 
The design utilizes two subsystems, a source sub-system and a measuring sub-
system, illustrated in Figure 4-1.  The source sub-system provides a highly linear 
  
Figure 4-1 The schematic of integrated fiber verification system. Source sub-system: DBF-SCL, 
distributed feedback semiconductor laser with driver; CPL0, coupler; MZI, Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer; BPD1, balanced photo-detector; CZ, cross-zero circuit; CL, control loop; DAC, 
digital-to-analog circuit; Measuring sub-system: CPL1, CPL2, couplers; CIR, optical circulator; DUT, 
device under test; APC, an angle physical connect fiber connector; ADC, analog-to-digital circuit. 
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frequency-swept laser source. Reflections generated by the Rayleigh backscatter profile 
of the optical fiber are then captured and analyzed by the optical frequency domain 
reflectometry (OFDR)/LiDAR-based measuring sub-system. A distributed feedback 
(DFB) semiconductor laser (SCL) serves as the laser source and is modulated by a time-
varying current curve generated by the control loop (CL), which is described in detail 
in Figure 4-2. An optical coupler (CPL) directs 1% of the laser power into a Mach-
Zehnder interferometer (MZI); the resulting microwave frequency output of the MZI is 
then used to determine the sweep velocity of the laser output and adjust the driving 
current to correct for nonlinearities in this velocity. The remaining 99% of the laser 
power is directed to the measuring sub-system as a linear frequency-swept laser source. 
The small MZI delay,   , introduced into source sub-system using this technique results 
in a flat wideband frequency and phase response [12]. Given that the SCL is operating 




   cos[2 (   +   )  ] 
(Eq 4-1) 
  
Figure 4-2 The control loop (CL) structure. Passive control part: TDC, time digital converter; 
INTp, digital integrator for passive control; RB, BRAM for reading; WB, BRAM for writing; Active 
control part: DXOR, double-sided xor gate (phase error detector); INTa, digital integrator for active 
control. CZ and DAC are same as in Figure 4-1.  
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where  ( ) is the amplitude of the electric filed directed into the MZI as a function of 
time,    is the light-to-voltage conversion coefficient of the BPD1,    is the starting 
frequency of the SCL sweep,   is the optical frequency sweep velocity, and   is time. 
The frequency captured by the BPD1 can be expressed as: 
      =      
(Eq 4-2) 
The cross-zero circuit (CZ) measures this frequency and has an output,    ( ), 
expressed as: 
   ( ) =  
1,  ( ) > 0
0,  ( ) < 0
 
(Eq 4-3) 
The analog CZ signal is then directed to the digital control system, where the 
discrete CZ sequence can be described as: 





 and    is the CL digital system processing frequency. 
There are two control methods in the CL part: active and passive [29]. In the CL, 
the passive control works as the current curve finder and provides the pre-distortion 
(RB) for active control. The time digital converter (TDC) in the passive control 
determines the frequency errors (UP, DN) measured by comparing the period of the 
BPD output over the frequency parameter,   , as: 
 [ ] =  
1    [ ] ≠    [  − 1]



















where  [ ] is the count over sampling number  . Figure 4-3 shows the relations 
between    [ ], UP, and DN when    = 4. Compared to the optical phase locked loop 
(OPLL) design described in prior work [4, 13, 29], a reference signal is no longer 







Given the UP and DN signals from the TDC, the digital integrator for passive 
control (INTp) processes the frequency error information and sends a response to the 
adder. The INTp results can be expressed as: 






Figure 4-3 TDC timings at    = 4. 
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where    is the gain coefficient of INTp. For passive control, the writing BRAM (WB) 
values are generated by: 
  [ ] =     [ ] +   [ ]  
(Eq 4-10) 
The initial data of the reading BRAM (RB) is equal to a constant value 
corresponding to the SCL threshold current. In our design, we treat the exchange of WB 
and RB as one complete iteration. If the iteration time reaches the setting value,   , the 
exchange of WB and RB will stop, the RB will be invariant, and the RB works as the 
digital-to-analog convertor (DAC) input for passive control.  
As mentioned in previous literature[30], passive control is only used to capture the 
initial curve in order to drive the linear frequency-swept laser. Since laser performance 
is affected by its surrounding temperature, active control is indispensable to maintain 
the linearity of the sweep velocity. 
In traditional phase locked loop (PLL) design, an XOR gate processes all phase 
differences as a lagging frequency, leading to the frequency increasing over time. For 
an ideal frequency locking result, the XOR gate would seize the result with a 50/50 duty 
cycle. For active control, a double-sided XOR gate (DXOR) [29] is used to capture the 
phase error information     [ ], which is fed back to the digital integrator for active 
 
 
Figure 4-4 The timings of the double-sided xor gate (DXOR). Ref, reference signal; CZ, cross-
zero signal; DXOR, the output signal of DXOR. 
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control (INTa) to adjust the driving current of the laser. The timings of the DXOR is 
illustrated in Figure 4-4. If we assume the period of the reference clock is  , when ideal 




the INTa results can be expressed as: 















where    is the gain coefficient for the INTa. The active control output for the DAC can 
then be expressed as: 
   [ ] =   [ ] +     [ ]  
(Eq 4-14) 
where   [ ], generated using passive control, serves as the pre-distortion for the active 
control.  
After establishing a highly linear frequency-swept laser source using the source 
sub-system, we move to the measuring sub-system. Similar to (Eq 4-1), the BPD2 












  = 2  +     
(Eq 4-16) 
where   ( ) is the amplitude of the electric filed directed into CPL1 as a function of 
time;    is the light-to-voltage conversion coefficient of BPD2;    is the starting 
frequency of the SCL sweep;   is the optical frequency sweep velocity;   is time;    is 
the length differential between the circulator (CIR) arm (seen in the upper part of the 
measuring sub-system) and the reference arm (seen in the lower part of the measuring 
sub-system);   is the length from the Rayleigh scatter point in the device under test 
(DUT) to CIR port 2;   is the total travel distance; and    is the speed of light in the 




From (Eq 4-15)(Eq 4-16), we can safely conclude that the corresponding fiber array 
at length from      to     in the DUT can be symbolized as: 





where    is the number of reflecting points,    ( ) is the reflecting signal with   =
2   +   , and      <    <     .  
Since the Rayleigh scatter positions are the result of a random distribution of 
material property variations introduced at fabrication, they represent the unique 
characteristic PUF of the optical fiber. From (Eq 4-15)(Eq 4-16)(Eq 4-17), we can refer 






 as the ID for the 
fiber array.  
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In practice, data acquisition and signal processing all occur in a discrete manner; 
therefore, we get: 





and    is the ADC sampling rate, which is the same as the processing 
frequency.  












[ ] respectively, we can use  Fourier transform identities to complete the cross 




































 are the spectra of the selected section of fiber. 





( )[ ]                          
ℋ :   
( )[ ]       
( )[ ]           ℎ            
 
(Eq 4-20) 
where ℋ  outputs “No”, and ℋ  outputs “Yes”.  
Additionally, we define the fiber ID resolution,     , in our system as: 




where     is the equal error rate[31].  
Experiment 
In order to demonstrate the proposed integrated fiber ID verification system and 
evaluate the performance of this approach, the digital system structure described above 
was implemented using a field-programmable gate array (FPGA). The following 
hardware and system parameters were used during experimentation: SCL, Alcatel 1905 
LMI, 1550nm; current threshold, 75mA; MZI delay,    = 100ns; BPD1, BPD2, with 
BW 200MHz; ADC sampling rate,    = 125MHz; DAC sampling rate and system 
processing frequency equal to the ADC sampling rate;    = 5;   = 80ns;      =
12.5MHz; and frequency-swept velocity of laser   = 125GHz/ms. 
To investigate the performance of passive and active control for the laser source, 
we use the phase error information (UP, DN) given by (Eq 4-6)(Eq 4-7) to quantify 
sweep velocity linearity. Figure 4-5 shows the experimental results using both passive 
and active control methods over time. As the statement in the principle section 
 


































Figure 4-5 The results at different control methods. (a) Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) results; (b) 
Phase error results; (c) Power spectral densities (PSDs) of the phaser errors; (d) Short-time FFT 
(STFT) of MZI signal after completing current curve iterating (Initial passive); (e) STFT of MZI over 
some time (Passive).  (f) STFT of MZI signal at active control.  
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describes, the performance of the laser changes over time even when using the same 
driving current. As depicted in Figure 4-5(a), although we initially capture a single peak 
MZI signal at 12.5 MHz with a magnitude of about 15 dB over the noise, as time 
progressed, the noise increased by about 5dB. Figure 4-5(b)(c)(d)(e), demonstrate a 
similar effect; simultaneously, these results demonstrate a solution to this problem via 
active control. When compared with the passive FFT result in Figure 4-5(a), active 
control demonstrates the same initial performance as passive control with 
approximately a 15 dB signal to noise ratio (SNR). The phase error in the time domain 
(Figure 4-5(b)) and frequency domain (Figure 4-5(c)) demonstrate that active control 
can maintain the frequency-swept velocity of the laser. Therefore, we can implement 
the swept frequency laser technique as the laser source for the measuring sub-system in 
order to execute fiber ID verification. 
By applying (Eq 4-15), we can convert the BPD2 frequency information to 
distance, equaling to the distance term,  ,  as illustrated in Figure 4-6. There are 
substantial reflecting peaks at the beginning,   , and the terminal positions. In our 
measuring sub-system,    = 0.854m, and there is an angled optical fiber connector 
(APC) at   = 15m. The expanded result illustrated in Figure 4-6(a) is the fiber PUF 
signal with a travel distance ranging from 1 m to 2 m which corresponds with a 50-cm 
fiber length. 
If we treat the DUT optical fiber as having various fiber ID segments, then we can 
use (Eq 4-19)(Eq 4-20) to get the cross-correlations between them. When calculating 
the cross-correlation between the fiber ID segment shown in Figure 4-6(a) with another 
one using the same segment, we get the genuine result in Figure 4-6(b), in which a 
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significant peak is at the original point; however, when correlating the fiber ID with 
another reflection signal at a distance ranging from 2 m to 3 m, no peak results, as shown 
in Figure 4-6(c). From this result, we use the cross-correlation peak value as a threshold 
to verify the fiber ID. 
Since the prior work [28] has demonstrated that changes in temperature (range from 
30-55C) resulted in an EER of <0.6%, we ignored the temperature influence in this 
paper. In order to quantify the verification accuracy of the fiber PUF reader, 10 
independent fiber IDs, each with 5-cm in length at distances ranging from 1 m to 2 m, 
were studied. 640 measurements were gathered from each fiber ID, resulting in 6,400 
IDs in total. Then there are 10 ×  
640
2
  = 2,044,800 total scores that can be 
implemented to calculate the genuine distribution  { |ℋ } and  
10
2
  × 640  =
18,432,000 total scores to get the impostor distribution  { |ℋ }  which are defined in 
(Eq 4-20). To simplify processing, 5,000 scores in each distribution were randomly 
selected in order to define the related probability distribution functions (PDFs). Next, 
the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were generated by setting the 
probability of false alarm (   ) to determine the corresponding probability of detection 


















































Figure 4-6 The experimental results. (a) Reflection signal captured from BPD2; (b) Genuine cross-
correlation result; (c) Impostor cross-correlation result. 
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fiber PUF reader. Both the PDFs and ROC curve are shown in Figure 4-7. The EER in 
this experiment was calculated to be 0.15%. 
In order to evaluate the performance of the fiber PUF reader using fibers of  various 
lengths, experiments with 0.5-cm, 1.5-cm, 2.5-cm, 4-cm, and 5-cm fiber lengths were 
conducted, resulting in the generation of the ROC curves depicted in Figure 4-8. In 
these ROC curves, shorter fiber lengths cause a reduction in verification accuracy. 
Generally, to obtain a robust verification (EER < 1%), a fiber length greater than 4-cm 
should be implemented when using the system.  
Conclusion 
To summarize, this work demonstrates a viable system for the utilization of optical 
fiber Rayleigh backscatter profiles as PUFs with high accuracy and with minimal 
































































Figure 4-7 The performance of PUF reader. (a) Genuine and imposter distribution; (b) Verification 
receiving operating characteristic (ROC) curve. 
Figure 4-8 The accuracy of the PUF reader. 
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concluded that the fiber PUF reader can recognize a 5-cm fiber ID segment with a 
maximum EER of 0.15%. The core of the optical fiber PUF reader is a SCL, which 
exists in all optical transceivers in any optical communication or sensing system. Thus, 
the low cost and digitally integratable nature of this design is suitable to be integrated 
with optical transceivers, which will further reduce the system cost, promote technology 
adoption, and broaden its application areas, such as the Fiber to the X (FTTX) 
technologies including fiber to the home (FTTH), fiber to the premise (FTTP), fiber to 
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This paper reports a reconfigurable architecture to generate and maintain the 
linearity of frequency-swept semiconductor lasers for both current rising (up-sweep) 
and falling (down-sweep) edges, respectively. This method combines both passive and 
active controls to achieve a high frequency-sweep linearity using an integrated digital 
architecture. Both the passive and active control utilize the same feedback—the 
interferometric signal of the laser’s output—which has a frequency proportional to laser 
frequency-sweep velocity. This architecture is highly reconfigurable, allowing key 
parameters to be changed, including sweep velocity, tuning range, and sweep duration, 
making it a highly versatile and flexible approach suitable for a range of semiconductor 
lasers and a variety of applications. This architecture was implemented on an FPGA to 
validate the concept and evaluate its performance. By precisely tracking the 
interferometric feedback signal, it was found that this approach allowed a 
semiconductor laser to generate and maintain a phase error of less than  /2 within the 
regions of interest at different sweep velocities for both up-sweep and down-sweep 
cycles. Given that the delay length of the interferometer is 226 ns, the instantaneous 
optical frequency error is within 0.12% at 1552 nm. 
Introduction 
Frequency-swept lasers play an increasingly significant role in a range of scientific 
and industrial applications [32, 33] because of its sensitive measuring ability, highly 
spatial resolution, and low-power consumption. There are some applications for these 
frequency-swept lasers:  the precise spectroscopy [34]; optical frequency-modulated 
continuous-wave (FMCW) LiDAR [7]; optical frequency domain reflectometer 
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(OFDR)-based distributed sensing [13]; and the optical fiber identification (FiberID) 
system by capturing the optical backscatter-based physical unclonable function (PUF)  
[35]. For each of these applications, the highly linear laser source is required to generate 
the well-controlled optical frequencies to achieve the high-fidelity frequency domain 
measuring. Various laser frequency control methods and designs [12, 36] have been 
proposed to provide the optical well-controlled frequencies for the above systems. 
Furthermore, there are several methods that have been investigated as means of 
improving the performance of OFDRs, such as injection locking [37], which enhances 
the modulation bandwidth; integrated structures [38, 39], which narrows the laser 
linewidth; and increasing the laser power [40], which adds the carrier density.  
Importantly, the tuning range [41] of these lasers determines both sensing 
resolution and distance. The tuning range limitation of a laser measurement is a 
consequence of both the structure and material of the laser itself. Since the tuning range 
cannot be arbitrarily broad, it is impossible to achieve a truly continuous measuring 
system by increasing this property alone. A potential solution to this problem is to utilize 
the tuning range when the wavelength is both increasing and decreasing continuously. 
For distributed feedback semiconductor lasers (DFB-SCLs), it’s convenient to sweep 
the frequency by modulating the forward current [42]. There are designs [4, 36] that 
only consider the rising edge of the laser’s driving current; the falling edge is not used 
to generate data, but rather to release the drive current in order to reset the system in 
preparation for repeated laser frequency-sweeps or measuring periods. In other words, 
only the laser’s up-sweep tuning is used for measurement purposes; potential 
measurements that could have been made using the down-sweep tuning are ignored. An 
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ideal current control method for frequency-swept lasers would have several 
requirements: the method should be reconfigurable so that it can be adapted to satisfy 
the demands for different lasers and different applications [36]; the method should 
maintain the linear frequency-sweep continuously through both passive and active 
control algorithms; and the control system should be uncomplicated to apply. 
In this manuscript, we introduce a control method that utilizes both the driving 
current rising and falling edges for a DFB-SCL to generate and maintain the 
continuously well-controlled linear optical frequency, which meets all the above 
demands. Even though the laser amplitude changes as a result of the changing injecting 
current, it can be uniformed with signal processing. Since the laser power can be treated 
with a roughly linear relation with its injecting current [43], and the laser amplitude has 
a linear relation with the square root of its power, the laser amplitude can be uniformed 
by dividing the square root of the driving current to minimize the influence of the 
current. To determine the feasibility of the proposed method and further examine its 
 
 
Figure 5-1 Schematic of the double-sided frequency-swept semiconductor laser system. CPL0, 
CPL1, CPL2, optical couplers; BPD1, BPD2, balanced photodetector; Source subsystem: DFB-SCL, 
distributed feedback semiconductor laser working as optical source; MZI, Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer providing the time delay; CZ, cross-zero circuit; CL, laser frequency-sweep control 
loop; DAC digital-to-analog converter; Measuring subsystem: CIR, optical circulator; APC, angled 
physical fiber connector; ADC, analog-to-digital circuit for laser driving current. 
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universal engineering advantages, the method was implemented using the electronic-
photonic control schematic depicted in Figure 5-1 on a digital circuit. Various 
experiments were conducted systematically by using the same control algorithm. The 
detailed design theory and experiments of this investigation are described in the 
following sections. Overall, the proposed iterating algorithm for continuously linear 
frequency-swept SCLs takes less than 1 second to capture the current pre-distortions. 
Both the driving current rising and falling edges were successfully utilized to capture 
the position of reflective objects precisely.  
Theory and Implementation 
A. Overview 
The overall schematic of the control method is drawn in Figure 5-1. A distributed 
feedback (DBF) SCL provides the optical source and is modulated by a time-varying 
current curve controlled by the digital control loop (CL) outlined in Figure 5-2. CPL0 
is applied here to separate 5% of the laser power to a Mach-Zehnder interferometer 
(MZI); then the interfering optical signal of the MZI is converted to electric radio 
frequency signal by BPD2 which is applied to derive the optical sweep velocity. The 
 
Figure 5-2 Control loop (CL) working structure. Passive control: TDC, time digital converter; INTp, 
passive digital integrator; RB, Reading from BRAM function; WB, Writing to BRAM fucntion; Active 
control: DXOR, double-sided exclusive or gate; INTa, active digital integrator. CZ and DAC are with 
the same the functions shown in Figure 5-1. 
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remaining 95% laser power from CL0 works as a linear frequency-swept optical source 
for the measuring subsystem. As mentioned in prior work [12], a small MZI delay,   , 
results in the flat phase and frequency response. During a linearly frequency-swept 
period,   , we assume the SCL optical frequency,     ( ), as: 
    ( ) =    +    +  ( )  
(Eq 5-1) 
where    is the initial optical signal frequency,   is the laser frequency slope over time, 
which is also termed as the frequency-sweep velocity (FSV),  ( ) is the corresponding 
frequency error in the laser frequency sweeping, and   is the time. Furthermore, the MZI 
phase,     ( ), is the phase difference between its two arms [44] [45], which can be 
expressed as: 
    ( ) =  ( ) −  (  −   ) 





























The terms    and    are defined as the frequency sweep velocities of the drive 
current’s rising and falling edges, respectively. Then we set: 
   = −    
(Eq 5-4) 
where the negative sign connotes the inverse relation between two edges. 
As a critical component in the control algorithm, the CL module illustrated in 
Figure 5-2 deserves further attention. It is shared in both current rising and falling edges, 
in which passive and active control methods are achieved. As a result, its principle is 
expressed in the following sections.  
B. Current rising edge 
To implement the self-trained pre-distortion current curve to achieve a highly linear 
frequency-swept laser output, a passive control subsystem is used. After capturing the 
BPD1 signal,  ( ), the cross-zero circuit (CZ) measures the BPD1 frequency by 
obtaining the output,    ( ), as: 
   ( ) =  
1,  ( ) > 0
0,  ( ) ≤ 0
 
(Eq 5-5) 
For the digital control system, the digitalized CZ sequence is described as: 





 and    is the main processing frequency in the digital circuit. 
There are both passive and active control subsystems at the rising edge of the 
current curve. As mentioned in our previous work [35, 36], we utilize the time digital 
converter (TDC) in the control system to measure the optical frequency slope by 
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comparing the CZ period with the expected one, then the phase error signals (UP, DN) 
are captured by comparing the CZ counter with the frequency parameter   . Using the 
current rising edge as an example, the working theory of the TDC can be expressed as: 
 [ ] =  














where  [ ] is the main clock cycle counter over the number   and set to 1 at every 
switching point in CZ. Figure 5-3 gives an example of the    [ ], UP[ ], and DN[ ] if 







After digitizing, since the count    corresponds with half of a period, i.e.,  , the 
phase error in (Eq 5-2) can be expressed as: 








 [ ] is then applied to derive frequency accuracy; from (Eq 5-3) we can determine 
the frequency error  [ ] expressed in Hz, as: 
 [ ] ≈










By accumulating the frequency errors UP and DN from the TDC, the passive digital 
integrator (INTp) result can be processed as:  





where    is the adaptive gain coefficient for INTp. Then the integrating signal is sent to 
an adder as shown in Figure 5-2, working as the feedback in the laser control.  
For the passive control process, the Writing BRAM (WB) is the combination of the 
INTp and the Reading BRAM (RB) and is generated by: 
WB[ ] = INT [ ] + RB[ ]  
(Eq 5-15) 
The initialized values in the RB are equal to a constant current that corresponds to 
a current which is greater than the SCL threshold to obtain the oscillation. In the passive 
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self-training algorithm, we term the function exchanging between the WB and RB as 
one iteration. If the iterating number reaches the set threshold,   , the function 
exchanging between the WB and RB stops. The reason why we treat this control as 
passive is that the INTp is only working on the following laser control period, not its 
corresponding period. Thereafter, the laser current only depends on the RB values and 
the current curve is not affected by the phase error information from the TDC. In this 
scenario, the RB works as the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) input for the passive 
control as: 
DAC [ ] = RB[ ]  
(Eq 5-16) 
From the analysis in previous works [35, 36], passive control is only applied to 
capture the laser’s pre-distortion curve. Since the SCL is so sensitive to its surrounding 
environment that the optical frequency performance is influenced as well, the active 
control is essential as a means of maintaining the linearity of the optical source. 
The double-sided XOR (DXOR) gate is utilized to catch phase lead-lag information 
between the reference and the measurement as:  
DXOR[ ] =  





Figure 5-4 Timing Diagram for the double-sided XOR gate (DXOR). REF, reference signal; CZ, 
cross-zero signal; DXOR, the output signal of the DXOR. 
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where REF[ ] has a frequency of     . The timing of the DXOR is depicted in Figure 
5-4. The output of the active integrator (INTa) is expressed as: 





where    is the adaptive gain coefficient for the INTa. 
For an ideal optical frequency locking, the output of the INT [ ] should be 0 since 
the period of DXOR is 
 
 
, where   =
 
    




In an active control subsystem, the current curve is generated by combing the RB[ ] 
and INT [ ] together, which is: 
DAC [ ] = RB[ ] + INT [ ]  
(Eq 5-19) 
where RB[ ], which is generated by the iterating algorithm in the passive control 
subsystem, works as the laser current pre-distortion in the active control. 
C. Current falling edge 
As mentioned above, the only difference between the drive current rising and 
falling edges is how the control system responds to the phase error information from the 
TDC. As a result, for the current falling edge in the passive control subsystem, (Eq 5-14) 
should be converted as: 





where the minus symbol before the INTp coefficient is from (Eq 5-4).  
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Similarly, in the active control subsystem, the INT [ ] in (Eq 5-18) should be: 





The similarity shared by the current rising and falling edges makes it convenient 
for us to construct this double-sided laser locking system by using the same control 
module multiple times, leading to the system’s simplified design. 
D. Measuring 
After establishing a highly linear optical frequency source by using both the passive 
and active control subsystems, we focus on the measuring section in the system and 
utilize the double-sided frequency-swept laser as the source. Given the time difference 
between the forward and reflected optical signals in measuring subsystem shown in 
Figure 5-1 is  , and the SCL is operated with an ideal frequency slope over time,  , the 













where   ( ) is the amplitude of the laser power directed into the CPL1 as a time-varying 
function which is with a rough relationship with squared root of the laser power [43], 
   is the BPD2’s light-to-voltage conversion coefficient,    is the SCL initial frequency 
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at the beginning of the sweep,   is the optical frequency slope over time,   is time,    is 
the reflection caused by the CIR port 2, which is equal to the length difference between 
the CIR arm (shown in the measuring upper part) and the reference arm (shown in the 
measuring lower part),   is the fiber length from the angled physical connector (APC) 
to the CIR port 2,    is the light speed in optical fiber, and the  
  components in the 







 respectively in the current rising and falling edges. If we 
set    = −   by sharing the same    in both cases, then we can capture such a signal 
with the same frequency twice to enhance the measuring accuracy. 
Experiment 
To validate the described continuous self-trained laser current curve generating 
method and evaluate its performance, the digital circuit parts in the control system 
introduced above were implemented using an FPGA (field-programmable gate array). 
The following hardware and system parameters were used during experimentation: 
DFB-SCL, Eblana EP1550-NLW-B, 1552nm, current threshold 40mA, about 35GHz 
frequency tuning range, linewidth 200kHz; BPD1, BPD2, with bandwidth 200MHz; 
ADC, DAC sampling rates and system processing frequency equal to    = 125MHz; 
and a set of    : 10ns, 100ns, and 226ns. As mentioned in (Eq 5-11)(Eq 5-13), the phase 




A. Passive control 
To investigate the passive control performance, we first applied an MZI delay,    =
100ns, to determine iteration results. The phase error can be utilized as a standard with 
which to judge the performance of the frequency-swept laser. For an ideal linear 
sweeping source, both UP and DN should be 0, and the count    corresponds with phase 
 .  
Figure 5-5 shows the results over various iterations with    = 5. From Figure 
5-5(a), we observe that the laser’s initial current is a constant value which is above the 
threshold. Since the short-time fast Fourier transform (STFFT) represents the frequency 
changing over time and the BPD1 frequency corresponds with laser frequency slope 
from (Eq 5-2)(Eq 5-10), the STFFT of BPD1 can be converted to the laser slope, or the 
FSV. The STFFTs of BPD1 with 50, 300, and 1000 iterations are shown in Figure 
5-5(d)-(f). During each subsequent iteration, the driving curve is trained to better 
 
    
Figure 5-5 Results for a 125   /   frequency-sweep velocity (FSV) with    = 5. (a) Current 
curves during successive iterations; (b) Phase errors at region of interest (ROI) of the current rising 
edges with different iterations; (c) Phase errors at ROI of the current falling edges with different 
iterations; (d) Short-time FFT (STFFT) result of the BPD1 after 50 iterations; (e) STFFT result of the 
BPD1 after 300 iterations; (f) STFFT result of the BPD1 after 1000 iterations. 
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achieve a linear frequency-sweep, which demonstrates the self-training algorithm. 
Figure 5-5(f) demonstrates that, after 1000 iterations,  the MZI output approaches a 
linear lock at the target frequency, 12.5 MHz, corresponding to a nearly linear laser 
sweep velocity of 125GHz/ms at both edges of the driving current in the time regions 
of interest (ROI) with a frequency tuning range of 31.25GHz. In order to quantify the 
performance of the current curves for various iterations, the phase error information 
(UP, DN) given by (Eq 5-8)(Eq 5-9) can be applied. Figure 5-5(b)(c) illustrate the phase 
errors in ROIs observed with numerous iterations utilized at the current rising and 
falling edges respectively. After successful training, the absolute phase errors were 
observed to decrease to less than 
 
 
, and the frequency error rate,  [ ], to less than 
0.05%. Since one period for the current curve is 500 μs, 0.5 s was required in order to 
use passive control to generate the final laser pre-distortion curve. 
B. Active control 
   
   
 
Figure 5-6 Results for passive and active controls for a 125GHz/ms FSV,    = 5 . (a) Passive control 
after 30 minutes; (b) Active control after 30 minutes; (*.1) s are the phase errors at ROI of the current 
rising edge; (*.2) s are the phase errors at ROI of the current falling edge; (*.3) s are the STFFT results 
of the BPD1. 
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As described in Section II, while a pre-distortion curve can be used to drive a highly 
linear frequency-swept laser after training, the linearity will subsequently decrease due 
to changing environmental parameters (e.g. temperature) over time. Active control 
allows for continued linearization despite these environmental changes. Performance 
differences between passive and active control after 30 minutes of elapsed time are 
depicted in Figure 5-6 using    = 5 and    = 100ns. 
Based on the STFFT results shown in Figure 5-6(*.3), it is difficult to distinguish 
a difference between the passive and active controls after 30 minutes. However, 
differences in phase error between these two methods quantitatively demonstrate the 
improvement which results from the active control, shown in Figure 5-6(*.1, *.2). Using 
these two methods for 30 minutes, phase errors using passive control change over time, 
while phase errors using active control are minimized to less than 
 
 
 for the majority of 
the time, and  [ ] is less than 0.05%.  
C. Universal performance 
From (Eq 5-2)(Eq 5-10), it is apparent that the frequency-sweep velocity not only 
depends on   , but    as well. To illustrate the universality of our design, various    
and    values were implemented in order to obtain the desired pre-distortion curves. 
There are the results depicted in Figure 5-7 by using the    = 10ns,    = 10,    =
100ns,    = 10, and    = 226ns,    = 5 respectively. It is clear that the    has a 
noticeable influence on the performance of our system; specifically, that longer delay 
leads to declining results for the linewidth limitation of the laser. To illustrate this result 
clearly, two comparisons between these settings were made. Evaluating the    = 10 
cases, it is clear that the phase errors in the case with    = 100ns shown in Figure 
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5-7(b.*) are greater than the case with    = 10ns in Figure 5-7(a.*); looking at the    =
5 cases, the phase errors in the case of     = 100ns shown in Figure 5-7(b)(c) are less 
than the case with    = 226ns in Figure 5-7(c.*) respectively. Even with these 
differences, our design still performs well using a range of settings. Specifically, when 
assuming    is 153THz, for the    = 10   design, the  [ ] is less than 0.5%; for the 
   = 226ns design, the  [ ] is less than 0.12%. 
D. Reflective measurements 
As mentioned in the introduction section above, double-sided laser locking is 
proposed as a means of fully utilizing the frequency-sweep tuning range of a laser 
source, enhancing the OFDR performance and allowing for continuous measurement.  
(Eq 5-22) and (Eq 5-23) describe the relationship between the reflector position and the 
Figure 5-7 Results with different control parameters. (a)    = 10,    = 10  ; (b)    = 10,    =
100  ; (c)    = 5,    = 226  ; (*.1) s are the phase errors at current rising ROI part; (*.2) s are the 
phase errors at current falling ROI part; (*.3) s are the STFFT results of the BPD1. 
   
   




corresponding frequency. In our measuring design,    = 0.854m, and there is an APC 
at   ≈ 16m. 
Various parameters were implemented in order to capture the APC reflection as 
shown in Figure 5-8, where all the APC terminations correspond with the same fiber 
length. Figure 5-8(a.*) illustrates the reflections captured at the current rising ROIs; 
Figure 5-8(b.*) illustrates the reflections captured at the current falling ROIs. From (Eq 
5-4) and (Eq 5-22), the reflective signals at both edges occur at the same frequencies, 
and it is difficult to distinguish differences between the signals in the rising and falling 
edge cases (Figure 5-8 with the same label numbers).    
There are still several important engineering challenges remaining in the proposed 
system. Chief among them is form the integral   , which limits the possible tuning 
frequency-sweep velocities for a given optical system. Furthermore, in order to generate 
more precise and flexible sweep velocities, a higher system frequency must be applied, 
increasing the cost and complexity of the system. 
   
   
 
Figure 5-8 Reflections at different settings. (a) ROI at current rising edges; (b) ROI at current falling 
edges; (*.1) s are the results with    = 10,    = 100  ; (*.2) s are the results with    = 5,    =




Since the salient role of the frequency-swept laser is found in a growing range of 
application areas, it attracts the focus of many researchers. A fully utilized laser tuning 
range contains both the current rising and falling edges; however, present techniques do 
not utilize the falling edge for sensing purposes. This work investigates a method to 
generate and maintain the well-tuned double-sided current curves utilizing both rising 
and falling currents the frequency-swept SCLs. The results obtained in this investigation 
demonstrate that the control method described in this work can complete well-tuned 
double-sided current curves and maintain them for 30 minutes using GHz/ms FSV. In 
the 226ns delay case, the frequency error rate observed to be within 0.12%. This design 
can be implemented to enhance the performance in a wide variety of applications, 
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This paper describes a flexible, compact, semiconductor laser (SCL)-based optical 
frequency-domain reflectometry (OFDR) design, incorporating swept-laser 
linearization functions (both passive and active), in-situ phase error evaluation function, 
and phase error compensation function. At the core of the proposed design, a fiber-optic 
Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) and its electronic digitization components 
(photodetector and zero-cross circuit) simultaneously perform all abovementioned 
functions. Benefitting from the unique digital design, this system combines all functions 
in a compact fashion without increasing complexity and overhead. Experimental results 
demonstrate enhanced accuracy using the integrated design as compared to prior 
methods, as well as improved cost-effectiveness, reduced complexity, and optimized 
form factor. 
Instruction 
In the optical fiber sensing area, there are two basic categories: optical time-domain 
reflectometry (OTDR) [33] and optical frequency-domain reflectometry (OFDR) [32]. 
Since the spatial resolution (SR) in OTDR is limited both by the optical pulse width and 
system sampling interval [46], this technology is generally implemented in the long-
haul situations.  Different from the measurement in OTDR, the signal in OFDR is 
represented by the optical frequency spectrum, and SR is determined by the laser 
frequency tuning range [47]. As a result, it is much more convenient to achieve the high 
SR in OFDR than OTDR. In addition to the high SR, OFDR offers other engineering 
advantages [13, 48] such as significant multiplexing capability and low-energy 
consumption. Consequently, a range of important applications have OFDR technology 
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at their foundation, including frequency-modulated (FM) spectroscopy [34], frequency-
modulated continuous-wave (FMCW) LiDAR [7, 17, 48] optical coherence tomography 
[49], and advanced intravascular medical imaging [50]. A linear frequency swept laser 
source provides the foundation of all OFDR systems, and the linearity of this the 
frequency sweep is the primary factor limiting both coherence length and signal-noise-
ratio (SNR). Research efforts have focused on generating a highly linear sweep based 
on analog control [9], digital control [36], as well as hybrid methods [12]. While these 
techniques have been shown to significantly enhance the sweep linearity of 
semiconductor lasers (SCLs), residual phase error, and its deleterious effect on 
measurement precision, remains. On another path, several techniques have been 
investigated as a means of reducing phase errors to equivalently enhancing sweep 
linearity, including reducing external clock sampling error [51, 52], introducing 
interpolation in processing [53], and compensating the optical phase error [54], all of 
which rely on postprocessing techniques. While these techniques are effective in 
reducing the deleterious effect of phase error on measurement precision, they require 
additional electronic hardware for post-processing that is complex, bulky, and both 
energetically and economically costly [12]. These drawbacks limit the adoption of 
OFDR techniques in application areas where it may otherwise provide significant 
technical benefit. Consequently, the question of how to build an affordable, precise, and 
compact OFDR system represents an important area of technical research.  
This paper describes an OFDR system designed to overcome the afore-mentioned 
limitations. By integrating both linearization and phase error correction techniques into 
a single combined platform, the OFDR system is able to achieve linear frequency 
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sweeps with minimized phase error without sacrificing system accuracy or introducing 
additional components.  
Theory and Implementation 
A. Overview of the compact OFDR 
In order to construct a standard, high-precision OFDR system, four functional 
modules are required, as shown in Figure 6-1(a). These modules are: 
1. the linearization control (L-Ctrl) module, which captures the feedback (FB) 
signal from the frequency-sweep laser source (FSL) and sends a corresponding 
control (Ctrl) signal back to the FSL; 
2. the raw data measurement (RDM) module, which stores frequency information 
from the reflected signals; 
3. the sweep linearity evaluation (LE) module, which quantifies the sweep 







Figure 6-1 Design of a standard high-precision OFDR system: (a) functional block diagram (FSL: 
frequency-sweep laser source; L-Ctrl, linearization control module; LE, linearity evaluation module; 
CMP, phase error compensation module; RDM, raw data measurement module; IM, improved 
measurement); (b) schematic system illustration (DFB-SCL, distributed feedback semiconductor laser; 
CPL, optical coupler; MZI, Mach-Zehnder interferometer; BPD, balanced photodetector; ADC, 
analog-to-digital converter; PFD, phase frequency detector; LPF, low-pass filter; FB, feedback signals; 
Ctrl, control; APC, angled physical connector). 
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4. and the phase error compensation (CMP) module, which corrects residual phase 
error in the RDM to maximize measurement precision. 
All prior implementations of such a system have required a complex collection of 
system elements as illustrated in Figure 6-1(b).  
When analyzing these designs to determine which modules require similar or 
identical system hardware elements,  we can find that the Mach-Zehnder Interferometer 
(MZI), balanced photodetector (BPD), and analog-to-digital converter (ADC) are all 
used in the RDM, LE, CMP, and L-Ctrl modules, suggesting that a single iteration of 
these subsystems can be shared across modules. To achieve this aim, the LE and CMP 
are combined in the L-Ctrl as a multi-function control (M-Ctrl) module shown in Figure 
6-2(a) to achieve a single low-overhead OFDR system; in other words, the M-Ctrl 
module not only accomplishes frequency-sweep linearization control for the distributed 
feedback semiconductor laser (DFB-SCL), but also provides the frequency linearization 
quantification and accurate timing information in a frequency-sweep laser for improved 







Figure 6-2 Design of a compact OFDR system: (a) functional block diagram (M-Ctrl, multi-function 
control module; FSL, CMP, and RDM are the same as shown in Figure 6-1(a)); (b) schematic system 
illustration (ZC, zero-crossing circuit; TDC, time-digital converter; DCTL, digital control; DFB-SCL, 
CPL, MZI, BPD, ADC, FB, Ctrl, and APC are the same as in Figure 6-1(b)). 
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zero-crossing circuit (ZC) as shown in Figure 6-2(b). A detailed description of the 
components that make up this system will be expressed in the following sections. 
B. Linearization control functions 
The frequency of a DFB-SCL is directly determined by its driving current; 
however, this relationship is non-linear. Thus, when constructing an OFDR system 
using a DFB-SCL as the linear frequency-swept optical source, linearization control is 
required. There exist two general linearization strategies: passive and active. Passive 
control, also known as pre-distortion generation [22], uses successive iterations of a 
current pre-distortion curve to drive a DFB-SCL, with refinements to the curve added 
with successive iterations [36, 55]. In contrast, active control [9, 17] corrects phase error 
in real time during each injection current ramp via an optical phase lock loop design. 
This section explains the realization of both active and passive frequency-sweep 
linearization using the compact design shown in Figure 6-3.  
Under the assumption that a DFB-SCL is modulated in order to output a constant 
frequency-sweep velocity,  , the AC-coupled BPD, which resides in the M-Ctrl, is  
 
Figure 6-3 Digital control DCTL subsystem: WB, RB, writing and reading BRAMs; INTa, INTp, 
active and passive integrators; TDC, time digital converter; UP, DN represent the lead-lag relation 
between ZC and equivalent reference signal; ZC, Driver are the same with parts in Figure 6-2(b); 
index is for frequency error compensation. 
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  cos[2 (   +   )   +  ( )]  
(Eq 6-1) 
where   ( ) is the optical amplitude, which is positive, directed into the MZI changing 
over time,  ;   is the light-to-voltage conversion coefficient of the BPD; the  ( ) =
2 [(   +   )   +  ( )] part is termed as the phase of this analog signal,    is the 
starting optical frequency of the SCL;    is the time delay introduced by MZI, and  ( ) 
is the frequency variation in SCL linear sweeping. 
Followed by the BPD, the digitized zero-crossing (ZC) signal,   [ ] is described 
as: 
  [ ] =   ( )|    
  
> 0  
(Eq 6-2) 
where    is the digital system frequency. The   [ ] shares the same frequency as   ( ) 
by converting the analog signal to binary values, which is achieved by setting the 
Schmitt trigger phase   in the former work [36] as 0. 
In the M-Ctrl module, a time-digital converter (TDC) is utilized as the phase 
comparator to capture the lead-lag (UP, DN) relationships between the   [ ] and the 
equivalent reference signal as follows:  
 
 [ ] =  
1   [ ] ≠   [  − 1]















where  [ ] is the parameter used to count the sampling number, and    is the frequency 




6-4 illustrates the relations among these signals in TDC when    = 5. 






where the ≈ is caused by the  ( ) in (Eq 6-1). Thus, only when     is a constant value 
over time can we define that there is a linear frequency-sweep laser source. 
During the control period, UP and DN from the TDC represent the lower and higher 
relation between the frequency-sweep velocity and desired value, respectively. The 
accumulating error in the ZC can then be expressed as: 







Figure 6-4 TDC timings at    = 5. 
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where   is the discrete-time index for these digital signals.  
When applying passive control, the coefficient,   , for the active integrator (INTa) 
is set as 0. As a result, the laser performance depends on the reading BRAM (RB) only. 
The iteration algorithm is illustrated in the following way: in the     laser chipping 
period, the laser is driven by   ( ), and the other signals in this period can be expressed 
with the label ( ) as: 
  ( )[ ] =    
( )[ ] +   ( )[ ]  
(Eq 6-8) 
where    is the coefficient for the passive integrator (INTp). 
Then, for the following laser frequency sweep period, (  + 1), the laser driving 
current is determined by the   (   ) as: 
  (   )[ ] =   ( )[ ]  
(Eq 6-9) 
Since the FB signal in period   only affects the laser driving current in following 
period   + 1, this method is defined as passive control, and the data transfer between 
the RB and WB is defined as one iteration. When the number of iterations reaches a 
specified value,  , iteration stops, and the RB is implemented as the final current pre-
distortion driving current curve. 
In contrast, when using active control, which is introduced to mitigate the 
environment influence, there is no iteration at all, and the laser current,  [ ], is the 
combination of the INTa and the pre-distortion as: 




where   ( ) is the pre-distortion and    is the coefficient of INTa.  
The M-Ctrl module is comprised of all necessary components for both passive and 
active controls. 
C. Linearity evaluation function 
Since the short-time fast Fourier transform (STFFT) of the BPD signal in the M-
Ctrl captures frequency change over time, it can be directly utilized to evaluate the laser 
frequency-sweep velocities by (Eq 6-2). However, there are some limitations: firstly, 
extra ADC components are needed to measure the BPD signal; additionally, since the 
STFFT averages the frequency information over several signal periods, it cannot capture 
small changes in real time. To overcome these drawbacks, a LE method [12] was used 
to evaluate the frequency-sweep linearity by employing an additional MZI subsystem. 
Although this method is effective, it substantially increases system complexity. This 
section describes a novel, consolidated LE which captures real-time evaluating 
information. 
As mentioned in section II B, the accumulation error function  [ ] is used to adjust 
the laser driving current. For ideal control results,  [ ] is equal to 0, meaning that the 
generated optical source is driven via a perfect current curve which results in a constant 
frequency-swept velocity,  . In other words,  [ ] represents the phase error in the 
optical frequency-sweep source. Given the definition of the TDC,    corresponds with 









Due to the system’s digital circuit design, it is convenient to evaluate frequency-
sweep linearity by applying the UP and DN signals from the TDC to calculate the phase 
error     [ ] as (Eq 6-7)(Eq 6-11) without introducing a second MZI subsystem. Thus, 
frequency linearity evaluation can be achieved using the M-Ctrl module alone without 
the need for further components. 
D. Phase error compensation 
During laser chirping, even when both the passive and active controls are 
implemented for the SCL,     [ ] still occurs due to unavoidable physical and 
environmental effects. As a result, correction algorithms [12, 54] are introduced to 
compensate for these errors in order to improve the OFDR measuring precision. These 
compensation algorithms, however, increase the complexity and cost of the OFDR 
system. To reduce the overhead from such algorithms, the M-Ctrl outputs both the laser 
control signals for the ZC and accurate timing information (Index in Figure 6-3) during 
a frequency-sweep, which allows it to be implemented as a ‘clock’. Put simply, the 
phase error compensation algorithm is resampling the RDM at each zero-crossing event 
[28, 56].  
Since the cosine-like analog signal,   ( ), consists of  a cosine signal with phase 




 , which is greater than 0, the zero points,  ′, for   ( ) in (Eq 
6-1) are same with the zero points in its cosine signal. Considering the prosperity of the 
cosine wave, the phase at  ′ can be expressed as: 














where   is an integer,    is the system sampling frequency. 
As the optical signal in the RDM from the DFB-SCL is divided by CPL0, both 
sources in two subsystems share the   ,  ( ), and   simultaneously. Similar to the M-
Ctrl signal in (Eq 6-1), if we assume there is an echoed point at distance   in the RDM, 














where   ( ) is the optical amplitude, which is positive, directed into the CPL1 
changing over time,  ;    is the constant difference between the reflected and forward 
optical paths in Figure 6-2, and    is the propagation velocity in fiber. If applying the 
















As a result, the measuring inaccuracies caused by  ( ) and    in (Eq 6-13) would 
be eliminated. Thus, the phase error compensation function can be achieved without 
requiring the extra MZI subsystem. 
Experiment 
A. Overview 
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed low-overhead compact OFDR 
design, a digital system was fabricated using a field programmable gate array (FPGA). 
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The following parameters and equipment were implemented during the experiments as 
shown in Table 6-1. 
where LDT-5910 was utilized to maintain the DFB-SCL temperature during the 
experiments.  
B. The linearization controls 
In order to investigate the performance of linearization control in the M-Ctrl, 
experimental trials were conducted.  
As mentioned in the theory section, the passive control is used to generate the laser 
current pre-distortion and repeated iteration results in the increasing sweep linearity. 
Figure 6-5(a) illustrates the current curve iterating progress. It is obvious that the initial 
RB is a constant value which is above the laser current threshold and with the iteration, 
there is an almost constant current curve generated. To roughly estimate the 
performance of the iteration, STFFT results with 2 and 10 iterations are depicted in 
Figure 6-5(b) and (c), respectively. After 10 iterations, there is a nearly constant sweep 
velocity from 100 to 500μs from the Figure 6-5(c). Thus, a driving pre-distortion current 
for the DFB-SCL can be generated using the self-training algorithm. 
 
Symbol Value or name 
DFB-SCL Eblana Photonics EP1550-NLW-B 
BPD bandwidth 200MHz 














Table 6-1 Parameters or equipment in experiments 
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However, the DFB-SCL is sensitive to the environment, which means passive 
control, or laser controlled by the current pre-distortion, is not sufficient to maintain the 
laser performance. For this reason, active control is utilized to maintain the laser 
frequency-sweep linearity under various environmental changes such as temperature. 
As mentioned in (Eq 6-10), the active control would respond to the feedback signal to 
adjust the laser driving current curve simultaneously. Figure 6-6 illustrates the current 
curve and STFFT result in (a) and (b), respectively in the active control. When 
comparing the STFFT results from active control and passive control shown in Figure 
6-5(c) and Figure 6-6(b), it is difficult to distinguish any difference between the two; 
thus a quantitative evaluation method is required to rigorously evaluate laser frequency-
sweep linearity over time, which was developed and implemented as described in the 
following section. 
C. Linearity evaluation 
Considering that the STFFT is not sufficient to quantitatively evaluate the sweep 
linearity, an additional evaluation system was proposed to quantify laser performance 







Figure 6-5 The performance of passive control: (a) current curves during successive iterations; (b) 




or oscillates in a narrow range, the laser would provide the highly linear frequency 
sweep for the OFDR system.  
Figure 6-7 depicts the     [ ] at both the passive and active control periods. 
Considering that the laser driving current at the beginning is so finite that the optical 
signal has neither adequate power nor frequency-sweep linearity, the OFDR 
measurement cannot be completed. Then we define the following time as regions of 
interest (ROI) in which the accumulating phase error should be nearly constant. For 
example, Figure 6-7(b) draws the     [ ] at the ROI from 200 to 500μs which are the 
zoom-in results of the whole phase error shown in Figure 6-7(a) during the control 
period with different iterations. Compared with the STFFT results illustrated in Figure 
6-7(c) and Figure 6-6(b), the     [ ] is much more veracious to evince the laser 
performance, since the ROI is from 200μs rather than 100μs. After 10 iterations, a 
highly linear frequency-sweep velocity has been achieved with a     [ ] below   at the 
ROI. However, given the sensitivity of the DFB-SCL to its environment, even with the 
same driving current, laser performance deteriorates over time. Figure 6-7(c) shows a 
comparison of phase errors between the passive and active control after running the 




Figure 6-6 Performance of active control: (a) current curve using active control; (b) STFFT of the 
BPD in M-Ctrl using active control. 
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at the ROI utilizing active control mostly, while the phase errors increase with time for 
passive control system without extra recalibration. Thus, the active control plays a 
significant role to mitigate the affect caused by the environment to maintain the laser 
frequency-swept linearity. 
D. Phase error compensation 
As mentioned in the former section, only an idealized FSL, can achieve     [ ] =
0 at the ROI. Even when the passive and active controls are implemented to generate 
and maintain optical frequency-sweep linearity, intrinsic phase error is inevitable as 
shown in the evaluation results. Compensation is thus employed as a technique of 
further reducing the effects of     [ ] on the measurement, improving measurement 
accuracy. In the algorithm used in this experiment, the index from the ZC is utilized as 
the ‘clock’ to resample the RDM in order to generate the IM (Figure 6-2(b)). 
(a) 
 






Figure 6-7 Resultant phase errors: (a) phase errors during successive iterations; (b) phase errors at 
the ROI with different iterations; (c) long-time running phase error comparison between passive and 
active control at the ROIs. 
Figure 6-8 Comparison between RDM (blue) and IM (red) results: (a) 3m optical cable; (b) 11m 
optical cable; (c) 20m optical cable. 
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Considering Nyquist’s law and that the    = 226ns, in order to utilize the compensation 
algorithm, the reflecting position can be no greater than 25m. To demonstrate the 
compensation techniques, experiments at various optical cable lengths, terminated with 
an angled physical connector (APC), were conducted. 
After employing the fast Fourier transform (FFT) to the signals captured from the 
reflections, the frequency can be converted to fiber length by (Eq 6-13)(Eq 6-14), the 
results of which are illustrated in Figure 6-8. Using the reflections generated by the 
terminal APCs placed at 3m, 11m, and 20m along the optical fibers, the compensating 
algorithm can be used to detect the reflected signal via OFDR with increased precision. 
The sideband noise caused by the  ( ) and the corresponding SRs are illustrated in 
Table 6-2.  
From these results, it is noticed that the  ( ) affects the SR in the RDM when the 
distance to the discontinuity within the fiber under test increases. After compensating 
the  ( ), the SR in the IM is maintained for fiber lengths up to 20m.  
A secondary benefit of the system’s flexibility and compact design is a simplified 
ability to modulate design parameters in order to achieve various frequency-sweep 
velocities. As mentioned above, the resampling clock provided in the M-Ctrl module 
limits the maximum OFDR range. In order to extend this range, we modify    =












3m 2 -30 2 <-40 
11m 4 -20 2 <-40 
20m 6 -10 2 <-40 
 
Table 6-2 Spatial resolutions in experiments 
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is 6.5GHz. The results generated after this change, in which the reflections are measured 
from an APC placed at a distance of 94m along an optical fiber, are illustrated in Figure 
6-9 with 5cm SR.  Using the RDM, high levels of noise make the reflection position 
difficult to detect; however, the result of the IM case provides a clear reflection position. 
These results make clear that the CMP algorithm is required for the OFDR system 




OFDR systems have found significant roles in a growing range of sensing areas. 
Phase error correction is a critical element allowing for increased precision of these 
systems; however, the need for additional components and increased complexity has 
limited the expansion of this technology. This work investigates a multi-function system 
integrating both swept-laser linearization and phase error compensation. From the 
experimental results obtained using this technique, it can be concluded that this 
technique would not only reduces required hardware substantially, but also increases 
measuring accuracy by suppressing the sideband noise over 20 dB. Additionally, 
experimental results demonstrate that the IM offered by the proposed system is able to 
maintain a SR of 2cm for fiber lengths up to 20m with minor degradations at 94m, in 
 
Figure 6-9 The comparison between RDM and IM results for a faraway reflecting signal. 
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which the SR reduces to 5cm. This technique has the potential to expand the use of 
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As the security of optical fiber lines in these data centers has attracted growing 
attention. Optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) has been demonstrated as a 
means of identifying specific segments of optical fiber; however, OFDR measurements 
are limited in length due to initial optical frequency (IOF) variations. This letter 
describes a detailed analysis of IOF, and introduces a method to mitigate it in an OFDR 
system constructed using a semiconductor laser (SCL). Additionally, an algorithm 
described which minimizes the calculating density necessary for OFDR-based optical 
fiber verification, reducing the calculating time required by an order relative to prior 
techniques. Experiments demonstrate that the described method can be effectively 
applied to a range of application areas, ranging from centimeter to meter lengths of 
optical fiber, with an error equal rate (EER) of less than 1%. 
Introduction 
An increasingly vast amount of digital information is being transferred as audio, 
video, and text for economic, political, commercial, and military use [57]. As 
applications such as deep learning, cloud computation, and artificial intelligence 
continue to expand, the number and utility of data centers can be expected to increase 
further still [58-60]. Optical fiber is frequently used as a means of data transmission 
both within and between data centers due to its several unique  advantages [61, 62], 
which include low-cost, high data rate, and relative immunity to electromagnetic 
interference. 
As the number and value of data centers has increased, so too has the need for the 
data transferred within and between centers to be secured and verified, which led to a 
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wide range of techniques of securing, such as from radio frequency identification 
(RFID) [63],  biomedical fingerprints [64], and magnetic stripes [65]. Fiber 
identification (fiber ID) represents the application of physical unclonable function 
(PUF) [26] technology to the verification of optical fiber, which is inscribed with a 
unique molecular-level impedance inhomogeneity pattern in manufacturing process 
[35]. Generally, the impedance inhomogeneity pattern in fiber is referred as Rayleigh 
backscatter [66].  
Recent research regarding a low-cost fiber PUF reader [35] based on a 
semiconductor laser (SCL) has reduced the cost barrier to expand this technology, 
making it possible to integrate fiber ID directly into existing optical fiber 
communication systems and sensing infrastructure with modest overhead. However, 
even though the technology has shown promising results, there remain limitations that 
require additional engineering investigation. For example, in previous work, fiber ID 
achieved high performance only when relatively short optical fiber is under test, failing 
at longer distances. Even though fiber ID of long sections can be completed by utilizing 
the combination of short subsets, such additional calculation increases the complexity 
and cost.  
In this letter, an analytical model is first introduced to determine the influence of 
the initial optical frequency (IOF) variations on the fiber ID system. Additionally, an 
algorithm is described which mitigates this influence. Next, a universal fiber ID method 






In general, there are two subsystems which comprise a compact source and 
reflectometry measurement systems. To suppress the frequency tuning rate error, an 
extra compensating technique between the two abovementioned subsystems is utilized, 
as shown in Figure 7-1. As demonstrated in prior work, a SCL is used as a linearly tuned 
optical frequency source (Src) which generates a frequency,  ( ), as: 
 ( ) =  ( )  +     
(Eq 7-1) 
where  ( ) is the laser optical frequency tuning rate measured in Hz/s,   is time, and  
   is the IOF of the SCL.  
Given that the time delay in the multi-control (M-Ctrl) module is   , the frequency 
of the BPDs output can be expressed as [36]: 
    ( ) =  ( ) −  (  −   )  
(Eq 7-2) 
under the assumption that    is so small that  (  −   ) ≈  ( ). 
 
Figure 7-1 Schematic of a compact OFDR system: reflection measuring module (RDM), fiber under 
test (FUT), optical circulator, angle physical connector (APC), analog-to-digital converter (ADC), 
multi-control module (M-Ctrl):  Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI), zero-crossing circuit (ZC), 
time-digital converter (TDC), digital control loop (DCTL), laser driver circuit (Driver), distributed 
feedback semiconductor laser (DFB-SCL), optical coupler (CPL); balanced photodetector (BPD), 
improved measurement (IM). 
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For an ideal linear frequency-swept laser, the frequency tuning rate is a constant 
value over the tuning period. However, when there is a variation in the environmental 
temperature or a shift in driving current, a tuning error in the optical frequency is 
introduced. Taking this into account, the optical frequency tuning rate can be expressed 
as: 
 ( ) =    +  ( )  
(Eq 7-3) 
where  ( ) is the optical frequency tuning error.  
In order to minimize the influence of  ( ), an error compensating algorithm is 
utilized, which is described in prior work [67] [50]. Using this technique, the tuning rate 
of the SCL can be treated as an invariable parameter as indicated by the results in the 
improved measurement (IM). Furthermore, the optical phase,  ( ), of the Src is: 








  +     +     
(Eq 7-4) 
where   is an integral constant for the optical phase. 
The reflected signal is detected in the IM, after assuming that there is a reflection 
that corresponds with the time delay,   =
     
 
, where  and   are the reflecting 
position and the difference between the circulator (CIR in Figure 7-1) port 2 and the 
 
Figure 7-2 Illustration of the segmentation of the fiber under test (FUT). 
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referencing arm (CPL1 to CPL2), respectively. The phase, Φ( ), for such an 
interference signal between the referencing and reflecting optical signals is: 
 ( ) =  ( ) −  (  −  ) +     
≈ 2     +      
(Eq 7-5) 
   =      
2   
  
   +   , 2    
(Eq 7-6) 
where    =     is the interference frequency utilized to capture the reflecting distance, 
 ,    is the phase shifting caused by the reflection, and    is the interfering phase 
reminder of 2  that is the combination of two parts: the time delay   at the coefficient 





  is so small that it can be neglected; thus, this reflection can be 
expressed by using the   , which cannot be measured accurately. However,    can be 
extracted by using the Hilbert transformation (HT) [68]. After taking the magnitude of 
the reflection signal into account, the interference signal in time domain can be 
described as: 
   ( ) =   ( )    [ ( )]  
=       ( )    (2     +   ) 
(Eq 7-7) 
where   ( ) and    are the amplitude and reflecting coefficient corresponding to the 
interference signal with time delay  , which can be calculated from the Hilbert transform 
as    
   . As in previous work, since    is sufficient to measure reflector position, the 
phase information,   , was ignored. 
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Considering that the reflection signal within an optical fiber is comprised of 
Rayleigh backscatter that is unintentionally and unavoidably randomly inscribed during 
its initial manufacture, the corresponding ID sequence,  , of    
    can be utilized as: 
 :     
   , … ,    
   , … ,    
      
(Eq 7-8) 
where   is the number of Rayleigh backscatter point sources captured within the fiber. 
If assuming a hypothesis test as: 
 
ℋ :  ( )      ( )                           
ℋ :  ( )      ( )           ℎ             
 
(Eq 7-9) 
where ℋ  outputs “No”, ℋ  outputs “Yes”, and the subscript (1)(2) in the equation 
represent the ID sequence sources, to get the relation between two fibers with the ID 
sequences,  ( ) and  ( ), the maximum value  ( )( ) in cross-correlation,  ( )( )[ ], is 












 ( )( ) =      ( )( )[ ]   
(Eq 7-11) 
where   is the number of captured reflecting points and    ∈ (− ,  ) is the index in the 
cross-correlation result. 
For a genuine fiber (when the reflecting ID sequences at different measurements 
represent the same properties in the fiber subset),  ( )( ) =  ( )( )[0]. Thus, the time 












From (Eq 7-6)(Eq 7-10), both the    and    affect the result of the optical fiber 
identification. Compared with the   , which is a permanent prosperity of the fiber,    is 
a combination of the IOF,   , and the Rayleigh backscatter pattern of the fiber. 
Importantly, the IOF is unstable as illustrated in Figure 7-3, in which the  ,   =    , 
 , and  ( )  are the tuning period, tuning range, period counting number, and 
corresponding IOF of the Src, respectively. 
 To capture precise identification results, an optical initial frequency compensating 
algorithm is proposed to mitigate influence caused by the initial optical frequencies, 
 ( ) ,shifting. As illustrated in Figure 7-2, the beginning of the FUT is utilized to 
compensate for IOF shifting and is defined as the calibrating element. For the reflection 
signals in the calibrating element, even though it is impossible to directly measure IOF 
 ( ) , the shift, Δ ( )(   ) , between  (   )  and  ( )  can be calculated [70]. 
Considering the time-shifting property of Fourier transform: 




Figure 7-3 Initial optical frequency (IOF) in SCL tuning periods. 
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where  ( ) is the Fourier transformation of  ( ) and    is the shifting time, the various 
IOFs introduce linearly increasing phase shifts to the interfering signal. Thus, the time 
shift for the calibrating element can be applied to compensate for the variations in IOF. 
After comparing (Eq 7-13) with (Eq 7-6), the  ( )  compensation is converted to 
capture the shifting time   as the 
    ( )(   )  
  
 can be treated as a coefficient of   . For 
the reflection signal in the time domain from the calibrating element, the time index for 
the maximum value in the cross-correlation between the two neighboring measuring 
results represents the time shifting value  . Thus, the subset relationships can be 
achieved by (Eq 7-13) from the intrinsic Rayleigh backscatter, reducing computational 
complexity.  
Experiment 
In order to empirically evaluate the accuracy of the proposed frequency model of 
the Src and the optimized algorithm for verifying the relations of the fiber subsets, 
experimental testing was undertaken using the parameters and components shown in 
Table 7-1. 
While the RDM illustrates that there is a reflection roughly at the APC position, 
the IM shows the APC position clearly with approximately 3 cm spatial resolution and 
−4 dB relative magnitude. Considering that the return losses of an APC and Rayleigh 
 
Symbol Value or name 







Table 7-1 Experimental equipment and parameters 
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scattering [66] are about 65 dB and 80 dB, respectively, backscatter with over 
−20 dB relative magnitude can be measured. 
The comparison between the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) results using raw 
data measurement (RDM) versus improved measurement (IM) is depicted in Figure 7-4.  
As (Eq 7-6) illustrates, the interference phase reminder,   , captured in the HT is 
the combination of two parts: Rayleigh backscatter,   , and the IOF, 
    
  




Figure 7-4 The comparison of the RDM and IM results at APC. 
Figure 7-5 The performance of the proposed initial optical frequency (IOF)-compensating algorithm 
between neighboring ( ), (  − 1) measurements: (a) Hilbert angle at ( ) measurement, (b) phase 
difference from the Hilbert transformation (HT), (c) phase difference from HT after IOF compensation; 
(d) statistical distribution of the semiconductor laser (SCL): probability density function (PDF). 
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linear relationship between fiber distance,  , and the time delay,  , as   =
     
 
. For a 
SCL with 1550 nm wavelength, since the optical frequency is over 190THz, it is 
difficult to measure an accurate  ( )  which was heavily affected by the optical initial 
frequency as shown in Figure 7-5(a). However, from the datasheet of the SCL, the initial 
frequency varies by approximately 100 MHz, which indicates the phase reminder 
shifting is less than 2  with   = 10 ns. Then the shift of the interference phase 
reminders can be expressed by the difference in the HT angle as Figure 7-5(b) where 
the slope of the fitting line is caused by the  ( )  −  (   )  = 45.95 MHz. As for the 
optical initial frequency compensating algorithm, the shifting time   is equal to 3.68μs, 
corresponding to     = 46.48 MHz. The difference between the two frequencies is 
from the limited system sampling rate and the fitting accuracy. After time shift 
processing, the angle difference in the HT is depicted in Figure 7-5(c) in which the 
fitting line is constant. Thus, the proposed algorithm is sufficient to mitigate the 
influence of the IOF. Due to the random shifting of the IOF, such neighboring IOF 
difference   ( )  −  (   )   are expected to follow a Gaussian distribution, as 
illustrated in Figure 7-5(d), which demonstrates the experimentally observed 
probability density function (PDF) with mean 0.0082 MHz and standard deviation of 
168.922 MHz. The shift of the optical initial frequency should be with a standard 
deviation of  119.446 MHz, which is at the 100 MHz level as described in SCL 
datasheet; in other words, this method can be applied to more accurately measure the 
optical frequency stability of a SCL implemented in an OFDR system. 
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To demonstrate the performance of (Eq 7-13), proposed to reduce calculation in 
fiber ID, plenty of experiments were completed. Taking the subset length of 5cm as an 
example, Figure 7-6 draws the performance of the genuine and imposter results by 
traditional by (Eq 7-10)(Eq 7-11) and proposed methods by (Eq 7-12) where the x-line 
illustrates the relative peak values of the genuine and imposter sequences,  ( )( ) from 
the ℋ  and ℋ  in Figure 7-6(a)(b). As for the accuracies illustrated by the EERs, 
compared with the traditional method (0.12%), the proposed algorithm is with greater 
EER rate (0.37%); however, the averaging time in the two methods are 251.1μs and 
21.2μs respectively for each identifying process. Thus, the proposed method has 
reduced the calculating time over 1 order of magnitude without sacrificing much 
accuracy. 
As mentioned in the principle section, both the reflecting coefficient,   , and phase 
shift,   , from the intrinsic Rayleigh backscatter pattern can be utilized as a means of 
fiber ID. To verify this principle, various experiments were undertaken with subset 
lengths of 3 cm, 10 cm, 1m, 10 m, and 20 m; the results of which are depicted in 
Figure 7-7 and Table 7-2. 
  
Figure 7-6 The performance comparison between the traditional and the proposed algorithms on 5-
cm optical fiber subsets: (a) traditional algorithm; (b) proposed algorithm. 
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Generally, a robust identification system is expected to achieve an EER of less than 
1%. Taking the results from the traditional method as an example, neither the 3 cm nor 
over 1 m results can accomplish the robust EER less than 1%. The reasons behind such 
phenomenon are different: the 3 cm result is caused by insufficient characteristic 
information in the small subsets, while the results for 1 m and beyond are from the 
influence of the initial optical frequencies. This conclusion is safely reached from the 
fact that the reflecting coefficient only method, in which only the    is utilized to 
represent the subsets, works for the over 1m subsets shown in Figure 7-7(b). As for the 
proposed method, with results illustrated in Figure 7-7(c), it is clear that both cm and 
m level experiments result in the robust performances with EERs less than 1%, except 
the 3 cm experiment. Thus, the proposed method is universal for the fiber identifying 
system. Even though optical fiber is utilized in hyper-scale data centers with lengths on 
the order of 100 m, the proposed algorithm shows the potential to efficiently mitigate 
against the risk of physical attack. Furthermore, the cm level optical fiber ID can be 











3cm 6.52 38.82 9.43 
10cm 0.12 23.79 0.36 
1m 12.82 < 0.1 < 0.1 
10m 38.62 < 0.1 0.33 
20m 46.55 0.2 0.63 
 
Figure 7-7 The ROC curves for various experiments: (a) traditional method; (b) reflecting coefficient 
applied only method; (c) proposed method. 
Table 7-2 Experimental results 
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inscribed in the devices such as secure tags in order to maintain the security as described 
in prior work [35]. 
Conclusion 
To summarize, this work demonstrates and experimentally evaluates a system that 
directly measures the stability of the semiconductor laser without the need for complex 
and expensive equipment, and  proposes an algorithm to decrease the calculating 
complexity by more than one order of magnitude in the processing time in 5 cm subsets 
of fiber without sacrificing accuracy. While the core of the OFDR system is the constant 
tuning rate of the Src, the IOF plays an important role when precise results are required. 
Thus, the described IOF identifying method surmounts the limitations of prior OFDR 
systems used to measure PUFs, and further broadens its application to other areas, 
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